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ABSTRACT
BIGGER AND MORE IS NOT ALWAYS BETTER
-Self-Help Water Supply System-
by
Byungho Oh
Submitted to the Department of Urban Studies and Planning
on February 6, 1976 in partial fulfillment of the require-
ments for the degrees of Bachelor of Science and Master of
City Planning
The purpose of this thesis is to develop alternatives for a
domestic water-supply system for millions of squatter residents in
the rapidly growing urban areas of developing countries, who live
without adequate water and sanitation services. Starting with squat-
ter settlements is the most promising approach since almost any change
in their condition would be an improvement, and the squatter situation
is representative of the overall national economic and social climate.
Urban development within the limits of available resources in
developing countries will not satisfy basic environmental and health
requirements. Development of urban infrastructure according to
"western" standards and technology of quantitative provision of big-
ger and more systems is simply irrelevant to developing countries
today and in the foreseeable future. The great majority of people in
these countries are not likely to be able to afford any installations
other than those which they can build for themselves. -Therefore, a
self-help, small-scale, non-network, recycling technology (still-rain-
collector-unit) is proposed as an example. Small-scale operations,
no matter how numerous, are in principle more likely to be built and
are much more compatible with human need.
Housing policy as it relates to squatters in Seoul was analyzed
and the squatter situation was examined. Based on my study, all evi-
dence indicates that in squatter settlements provision of basic sani-
tary service is more beneficial than increases in lot size. However,
most developing countries' governments focus their efforts on housing
issues. In water-supply technology, considering a conventional sys-
tem's diseconomies and its availability to squatters, BIGGER AND MORE
versions of conventional rigid water and sewer networks IS NOT ALWAYS
BETTER.
Thesis Supervisor: Ralph A. Gakenheimer
Title: Associate Professor of Urban Studies and Planning and Civil
Engineering
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PHOTO ESSAY ON SQUATTER SETTLEMENTS IN SEOUL, KOREA
Since the water is often stagnant it can become a source of
disease. As can be seen here children use these stagnant ditches as
a playground which accounts in part for the higher child mortality
rate in squatter areas. Children often find muddy drainage as a good
place to play. Although this picture was taken during the "dry"
season, during which rain falls intermittently, the poor drainage is
readily apparent. This pedestrian alley could be classified a primary
land (about two meters wide).
-- Photo taken by Gregory Pai in winter, 1972
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ERADICATION OF A SQUATTER SETTLEMENT
Bulldozed-down houses in Ahn-am stream-side squatter area.
"Know that the houses bought with the money saved by not eating pro-
perly... is cleared. It is necessary to redeveloped this area to
beautify the city with green parks and increase its status.. .but we
are too poor. The government notified us five days ago to clear our
houses that houses were the only ones we could have and...it were our
base of living, we were just surviving as we labored cheaply, and build
houses with what we earn. ...Instead this area will become a real
estate investment of the rich people. What we are hearing is that we
have to sacrifice small for big. But which is big and which is small?
If big is more important than the right of survival for the slum resi-
dents, do amany people in slums have to die?"
This was the statement of the Min, Dubae and Kwak, Kisoc the re-
sidents as expressed when I was taking photos of the area in August,
1975.
V
Water .vendor with his hand cart. The quality of water he sells is
still in question. Is he really selling potable water? One pile
(about twenty liters) was sold for ten wons (about $-02 ) in 1975.
-- Photo taken by Gre r Pai in 1972
Communal water concession, the most widely used squatter water-supply
method. The lines for water are often long and crowded. Carrying
water in buckets is one of the women's major daily routines.
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The interior of a house is very simply
furnished with two wooden sawhorse
benches, a wooden table, an electric
lamp, transistor radio, oil stove and
earthenware jars and plastic basins
containing water, all of which are
visible in this view. The room it-
self is elevated above ground approxi-
mately two feet and the floor is cement.
The alley is used for washing and drying
laundry beside the children's autonomous
playground. Earthenwares are used for
storage of water that is collected
from rain or carried from the communal
concession.
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Squatters on Stream-side
Here the vegetation shown
near a stream. A latrine
without roof is seen as
the near structure in the
photo.
A closer view of the Chung-
ghe stream-side squatter
settlement. Dense wooden,
improvised shacks line the
stream bank.
Government eradication of
the area in previous photo,
July 1975.
A&
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Squatters on Hill-side
Houses are colorful as in
the photo with red tile
roofs, and are gaily
painted. Peddlers are
on the sidewalks and TV
antennas show a con-
trasting view of squat-
ters' living situation.
One of the better developed
areas has paved main roads
and bus service; however,
high voltage lines go above
the settlement and have
caused several accidents
in the settlement each
year.
A closer look at a hill-side
squatter settlement. Note
the solidly constructed
cement block buildings on
the steep hill beside a
major street. One can see
sewage flow on the steep rock
under the house. These houses
do not have any plumbing at all.
--
FOREWARD
Squatter settlements house Seoul's laborers who contribute
immeasurably to the workings of the city, especially to labor-
intensive activities. Collection of night soil and garbage, and the
transportation of goods by bicycles or back are examples. The above
activities are also essential to the maintenance of Seoul's living
environment.
The fact that the squatter settlements comprise a large segment
of the city's population suggests that special consideration be
given to the environmental requirements of these communities. An
environmental assessment of these settlements should be an essential
component of a policy towards assisting squatters. My previous
studies indicate that the improvement or provision of water-supply,
sewers, and better road access will have a greater beneficial impact
on the environment of squatter settlements than the expansion of
lot sizes.
My previous research during the summer of 1974 identified the
major problems in the existing water/waste systems for squatter
settlements. For the study I collected municipal data and conducted
field research. The results and findings are in Chapter II. One
important finding of the survey reveals that the squatter dwellers
obtain water in four different ways: 1) private water taps, 2) com-
munal water concessions, 3) 1ells, fountains, and streams, 4) others
who have no water source have to purchase potable water from vendors
who carry drums of water on hand-carts.
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The accomplished research sugg.ests that the solution must be a
self-help water-supply system, that is, a decentralized, small-scale
approach. The goal is to be able to handle water-supply in a non-
network, self-contained apparatus; of particular importance will be
identification of technologies which would be responsive to relatively
small-scale initiatives and implementation by clusters of households
acting independently of the municipality. The solution must be low-
cost'so that low-income squatters in developing countries could
avail themselves of the system without economic hardship.
A proposed design has been drawn up and has been tested under
the supervision of Professor Felske in the Mechanical Engineerinq
Laboratory at MIT. A pilot study of the system (still-rain-collector-
unit) was attempted at a squatter settlement in Seoul in the summer
of 1975. However I inadvertently violated the Seoul Municipal
Government's "squatter regulation" by modifying the existing roof
of a house as a still-rain-collector-unit. As a result the govern-
ment destroyed the house as shown
in the photograph under orders
from Ku District officials.
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My observations after living in a squatter settlement for about
a month and a field survey agree. It is evident that squatter
settlements require not only clean water, but adequate waste disposal
which is a major threat to water-pollution, especially in the collec-
tion and treatment of night soil.
Night soil is collected periodically from each residency with
no flushing toilet in Seoul (not only squatters) by men who scoop it
from latrines, place it in buckets and carry it to trucks. Night
soil collection proceeds along public thoroughfares, and leakage
from trucks is not uncommon. At each residence smaller buckets are
dumped into larger buckets carried at the opposite ends of a pole
resting on the shoulders of a worker, resulting in further leakage.
Homeowners pay 30 won (6 cents) per 18-liter pail for the collection
of their night soil, hence they want to see the pails full, not half
empty. The probability of tracking night soil into the homes,
especially during the hot, rainy summer, is high.
What follows are my observations of Seoul's squatter settle-
ments in general:
Almost all houses in the squatter settlements are single-
story dwellings. Most have one or two rooms plus a cooking lean-to
built against an exterior wall. The quality of construction varies
greatly. Many are rudimentary shacks of scrap materials. Many
others are two- or three-room, solidly constructed cement-block
buildings with roofing of asbestos tile or even of the red clay tile
used on most of Seoul's smaller legal buildings.
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Most larger and more visible settlements are of two types:
streamside and hillside (see photos in photo essay). The stream-
side settlements generally are dilapidated single or double lines
of shanties, although they may include a few well-built houses.
The hillside settlements vary. New areas, often located at the
tops of mountains, look raw and poor. Older settlements are predom-
inantly small cement-block houses, often with red tile roofs and
sometimes gaily painted. Households with a bit more space and money
prefer to enclose their houses and tiny patios with high walls.
Virtually all settlements have communal water taps and electric
lines. Some of the older, larger, and better developed areas have
paved main roads and bus service. In most, however, roads are un-
paved and too narrow to admit motor vehicles. Therefore, fire pro-
tection is a serious problem, particularly in settlements where many
of the houses have wood and tar paper or canvas roofs. Virtually
no houses have indoor plumbing. In well-developed areas, each house
has its own latrine; in many settlements, several households or a
small segment of the settlement share a latrine.
xiii
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
I. Scope of Thesis
This thesis is devoted to the analysis of low-income water-supply
systems for low-income areas with special emphasis on the technologi-
cal applications of such systems to squatter settlements in Seoul.
The main purpose of the paper is to identify major~factors causing
squatter water-supply problems; to analyze the government efforts to
deal with these problems; and to suggest future alternatives for the
form of water-supply systems in squatter settlements in Seoul based
on development theory.
Housing problems cannot be solved unless very practical
approaches to urban squatter infrastructure are used; these should
be based on the notion of self-help. The hypothesis of this thesis
is as follows: squatting is the rational response of the poor to the
market system. Public policy, instead of solving the problems of
market imperfections it was designed to correct, is simply creatinq
more problems for the squatters. The self-help notion is a possible
solution to these problems.
In this thesis I will focus on the household water/waste situa-
tion in the general framework of squatter settlements in developing
2countries. My thesis is directed to the Government of Korea and
similar developing countries, especially to the officials who are in
positions to make decisions on squatters in Seoul, in the hope that
this thesis can be a valuable reference to them for the betterment
of people who live in the squatter settlements today.
The characteristics of squatters can be stated as follows:
1) most of them have no stable income, and 2) most of them are
migrants from rural areas. These people are a necessary part of the
national economic development because of their cheap labor and the
urbanization process of industrialization. Development does not
start with goods but people. First I will start with general issues
of development and narrow down to the squatters' housing problem and
water-supply problems.
II. Background Problem
What is "development"? This term varies with the many contexts
within which it is used. In this thesis, the context is that of the
third world nations as seen through the eyes of their policymakers.
The development goals set forth by those leaders, such as raising
national output, increasing national income, and improving the
standard of living, have principally aimed at lifting the people out
of poverty and toward a better life.
The realization of this kind of development entails changes in
the existing modes of production. It also means changes in the
structure of many human institutions. Social and economic relation-
3ships are faced with an inevitable transformation under the stimulus
(or disruption, as the case may be) of development. Gunnar Myrdal put
it, "In the final analysis, we have to insist that development is al-
ways a human problem." 1
Theories of development have been devised primarily to guide plan-
ners in underdeveloped countries. In order to be practical, they deal
with statistical abstractions such as national output, consumption and
investment. Underlying these analyses are assumptions about people:
their needs, motivations, and aspirations in life. Any theory that
deals with human institutions, whether the theory of politics, economics,
or education, necessarily embodies a view of human nature and human
goals. This is a fact ignored by many present day economists who try
to reduce economics to a quantifiable science by eliminating the "non-
economic" factors. They want their analyses to be value-free. "Eco-
nomics has only become scientific by becoming statistical." 2 Statis-
tics at times are not capable of fully depicting human suffering.
In this section I shall examine the assumptions about human
nature and goals implicit in two economic development theories, The
Human Model of Development and The Western Model of Development, that
have had the greatest influence on planners in developing countries.
I will try to show that these assumptions are not inconsequential but,
in fact, are essential to understanding thekind of development one will
achieve with each of them. Quality of life in squatter settlements
cannot be counted as a quantifiable science; therefore, there are needs
for technological innovation for their health and way of life.
4A. The Human Model of Development
Economists like Schumacher have called for a shift of focus
from the development of goods back to the development of people.
People, he holds, are physical beings in that they have certain
basic needs without which happiness does not seem possible. But
they are also beings endowed with spiritual needs, the need to be
creative, to be productive, to be needed, and to have a hand in
their own and their country's destiny. The promotion of their
material welfare must be viewed in the context of their total develop-
ment as human beings.
Furthermore, in a country with limited capital and natural
resources, unbalanced development can mean dire poverty and hope-
lessness for a large proportion of the population. Thus a heavy
emphasis on a balanced development of urban and rural areas is
essential to realizing the human potential of every member of the
society.
Ths most critical task facing development planners, then, is
to create new workplaces for the poor. A chance to work means a
chance to earn one's bread and use one's abilities. For a poor person
this is one of the most important needs. The capital-intensive
industries installed in the modern sector clearly do not maximize
job opportunities. The fulfillment of maximizing job opportunities
calls for a regional approach to development, and the use of a
relatively unsophisticated technology.
The regional approach advocates individual development for each
5region within the country, so the interests of the backward regions
will not be sacrificed to the economic interests of the nation as a
whole. According to this approach, workplaces would be created in
the areas where the poor live. Local raw materials and manpower
would be used to produce goods for local use. The most enormous
challenge in this scheme is the initial development of local markets.
In poverty-stricken regions, there is little free purchasing power
to buy new products, but if local industries produce for the wealthy,
they will need to excessively modernize their production processes
in order to be competitive (which often means importing raw materials
and expensive equipment). In that case, the needs of the local
people have been bypassed and they remain poor. Perhaps the answer
is outside aid in the form of financial support and leadership to
break this vicious cycle of poverty. If money can be pumned into a
squatter community through programs financed from outside (e.g.
government, international organizations, etc.) but aimed at local
production for local use, it can go on circulating in the local
market to produce a "multiplier effect" on local employment.
Employment opportunities will give people the additional purchasing
power needed to spur the continued development of local production.
Also pertinent is the issue of- technology. Sophisticated
modern technology is disfavored by poor, unskilled people because
it uses very little labor, requires too much capital and too much
training to get started. On the other hand, too low a level of
technology will not have an adequate productivity raising effect. A
6reasonable compromise is the use of an intermediate level of
technology that is cheap enough to create many workplaces, and
simple enough to introduce easily, but soDhisticated enough to
increase a worker's productivity to a reasonable level.
The concept of intermediate technology has special applica-
bility in the locally oriented industries. At this stage of
regional development, what the local people need most are simple
but basic things like water supply, building materials, and a waste
disposal system. All of these are within the reach of intermediate
technology.
The major weakness of the human model for development is that
it has not been used enough for a sizeable body of knowledge for its
use to develop. Thus it is no easy task to implement it at present.
The kinds of theoretical tools and practical experience needed for
implementation seem to fall into three interdependent categories:
economic prediction, technological devices, and social acceptance.
From a national point of view, the first category, economic
prediction, is critical. A nation will not commit a sizeable portion
of its capital resources without having a rather good idea of what is
going to happen. Planners must have the tools to make reliable
predictions about how much investment is needed, how lonq it will
take, and what the benefits will be iftheir ideas are accepted.
From a technological point of view, methods must be developed
for choosing and tailoring existing technology to suit a pa'ticular
region's needs. The important factors include the region's resources
7and limitations, people's human goals, and existing engineering
resources (What kinds of technology can be developed to meet
people's particular needs?).
The final category deals with the social and political environ-
ment in a given region. How can these changes be integrated into
the existing institutional structures? Where resistance to change
is strong, how can we overcome it and encourage local initiative?
These requirements suggest areas for future research. The
solutions seem within reach and would be a major step toward
realizing the goal of human development.
B. The Western Model
The drive for economic development in underdeveloped
countries started after the Second World War. Most postwar litera-
ture and development plans have been produced by the industrially
advanced countries and, not surprisingly, they have been dominated
by the experience these countries have had in the course of capital-
istic development. These theories were often uncritically adopted
and applied to the problems in underdeveloped countries without
regard to the differences in context.
Using the western model, very few developing countries have
made impressive economic gains in terms of aggregate national
output and national income. But those gains have not trickled down
to people at the bottom. Those who are most in need of help have
gone unnoticed. In many places the poor are getting poorer, while
8the rich are getting richer. The wide disparity between regional
developments has produced what Schumacher calls "a process of mutual
poisoning. "3 Industrial development in the cities destroys the
economic structure of the hinterland, and the hinterland takes its
revenge by mass migration into the cities, poisoning them and making
them utterly unmanageable. So even when the economy as a whole has
improved, positive development in the sense of raising the poor out
of their poverty has not occurred.
The western model holds that an economy can develop most
rapidly through competition among private enterprises. The belief
was that if.each individual enterprise acts to maximize its profit,
then the total economic pie without doubt will be enlarged.
John Gurley pointed out that this pursuit for efficiency and
private profit would favor the development of the few that are best at
the expense of the many because it was almost always most profitable to
build on the best. We find development efforts based on the western
model concentrated in big cities where it is easiest to establish
new industries, gain access to modern equipment and highly skilled
workers, and to markets for the products. We also see a tendency
to squander resources in an attempt to gain higher profits.
The role of education in this model provides a good illustra-
tion of the problem. Education is labelled as an investment in human
resources, implying that it is valued for its productivity-raising
potential. Where education does pay off, it is used. Where it does
not bear a direct relationship to profits, it is ignored. This
9criteria focuses education on those few who are best qualified to
be educated, and selects those for that education who will lead
to the best rate of return on the investment.
This helps to explain the heavy emphasis on mechanization,
because from a production point of view it often proves to be more
profitable to invest in physical capital than in education for
workers.
It is not by accident that this development model is obsessed
with quantitative achievement; it is the only kind of achievement
the model sees. In this picture there are no levels of being. Human
beings are not higher beings with creative power and noble aspira-
tions, but are hollow beings forever reacting and adjusting to the
forces in their external environment. They seek ;ecurity and ful-
fillment through material gains, and not in the less tangible gains
associated with love, beauty, creativity, goodness, etc. This model
assumes that material comforts are the end of each person's striv-
ing, there it follows that more and more output is each person's
goal and so the goal of the whole economy. In the zeal for increasing
production, each person is reduced to a factor in the production
process, a means to increase the total economic pie. Ironically,
increasing the total economic pie does not guarantee more for each
person, so that the western model can be failing to achieve even
this limited end while showing healthy signs of growth.
There is need for qualit-tive achievement in the course of
development. Public policy for the development ignores the presence
of "invisible" factors such as quali.ty of life of the people and
10
welfare. So far major priorities of public policy in the field of
housing has been directed mainly towards the "superstructure"
(e.g., the building itself, its lay-out, materials and construction).
Very little work has been done on the "infrastructure" (e.g.,the
utility system). 4 The causes of the environmental problems in
squatter settlements are not physical conditions of the houses but
provision of basic sanitary services. 5 However, the policy makers
did not pay attention to the squatters needs. Rather the elitism of
policymakers overruled the squatters' needs. They viewed the
squatter's problem as a housing problem and saw the provision of
more standard housing as the only solution. They give importance
to the visible part: that is why they solve the squatters' environ-
mental problem by forced eradication.
III. Statement of the Problem
Rapidly expanding populations in urban centers have placed an
enormous responsibility on governments to provide housing infrastruc-
ture which meets acceptable standards. The impact within developing
countries is especially critical as the vast majority of new
families in urban areas have very low incomes and consequently are
generally unable to procure adequate urban services for their
communities.
In the immediate future., squatters in developing countries are
faced with survival against disease and exposure. The interim
11
solutions to these problems, therefore, should provide the essentials
for survival. Of the problems facing the squatter (such as hunger,
land tenure, sanitation), disease and exposure are physically
related problems that can be solved with an elementary application
of technology.
At this elemental stage of existence, disease is usually
linked with hygienic conditions -- impure water, sewage disposal,
ablutionary conveniences, and waste disposal. Thus, the bare necessi-
ties of life -- drinking water, fuel and waste disposal -- may be
considered the most immediate problems faced by the inhabitants of
squatter communities in developing countries.
A. Water
Billions of person-days of labor are lost annually because
of illness caused by water-borne diseases. Water plays a predominant
role in the transmission of enteric bacterial infections such as
typhoid, cholera, amebiasis and other(hookworm, parasites, etc.). The
households that can least afford this economic loss are those in
the squatter areas where such disease is most rampant.
B. Magnitude of the Problem -
The magnitude and universality of the problem are demon-
strated by the following examples drawn from the developing countries
around the world.
- In India and Pakistan, 40% of the population is infected
by hookworm.6
12
- In Ceylon, 80% of the population is infected by hookworm.7
- In northern China, 80% of the population tested nositively
for amebiasis. 8
- In Honduras, 60% of the school children were found to have
ascarides, 50% to have hookworm. It was estimated that
hookworms metabolize more food than people.9
- In Lagos, Nigeria, in 1960, 85% of 4,759 school children
examined had parasites; dysentery and diarrhea accounted
for 10% of all deaths and 54.5% of all deaths of children
under the age of five. 1 0
- In Latin Americe., diarrhea is the leading cause of death
in 8 out of the 1.8 countries; in an additional four it was
among the five principal causes of death.
- In Korea, in 1972, 95% of the school children examined had
parasites. 12
IV. Self-Help Notion
The need for water is one of the highest priorities in urban
squatter settlements. The poor in developing -countries who have no
access to adequate potable water sources may, if presented with
feasible technical alternatives, construct for themselves water-sunply
systems which will meet conventional standards for health and human
comfort as well as convenience.
It is my assumption that if squatters are to receive water and
sanitary service, it will be as a result of their own initiative -- and
13
labor. Whether such solutions represent a "tapping-in" or "pluqginq-
in" strategy, or whether they employ decentralized small-scale
technology, this dependence on self-help raises ideological issues as
to the just relationship of a government to its citizens, particularly
to its poor citizens. In other words, even if a technology can be
developed that is economically and physically suited for use in
squatter areas, one might ask if the self-help implementation of such
technology is in the long-term interests of the squatters.
It has been suggested that self-helD is a reactionary mechanism
used to co-opt squatters, easing their plight sufficiently to relieve
pressure on the government at greater expense to the squatters than
to the government. Proponents of self-help respond that it is a con-
structive means by which squatters may survive, improve their situa-
tion, and at the same time gain greater control over their environ-
ment. 14 0
In fact, both statements may be correct -- political cooptation
may be an unintended, though not unanticipated, by-product of self-
help. However, the issue is one of the squatters' survival. In such
a situation it is frivolous to discuss whether thaft survival should
be allowed or disallowed based on the political goals of other groups.
From the squatter's perspective, the provision of water and sanitary
services is critical to the survival and health of their community.
If a government is willing to provide these services, this is
obviously acceptable. Perhaps organized pressure on governments will
provide sanitary service as a solution. If not, self-help solutions
should be considered. The choice for the squatter is not between
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government and self-help solutions. The squatter's choice in such a
default situation is between self-help and continuing the status quo
of squalor and disease.
The notion of self-help can be explained by examining the follow-
ing components of any technology: labor, capital, material, equipment,
and level of technology. Of prime importance in self-help is the
substitution of excess local labor for capital costs. We can divide
technology into two portions: one is labor-intensive technolopy and
the other is capital.-intensive technology. The ideal self-help
technology would be a labor-intensive technology with local material
and a low level of technology using locally available equipment. Figure
1.1 illustrating this would. have the following spectrum:
Figure 1.1 Spectrum of Technology Components
Level of technology simple-----sophisticated need of profes-
sional 's super-
vision and assist-
ance
individual- community
none or intensive
minimum~~~~~~~ need
local-------------import
hand tool-----power tool
traditional-------modern
scale of oraani-
zation
capital require-
ment
availability
availability
The role of land and space requirements and time for construction are
important in determining the success or failure of the system's imple-
mentation.
Labor
Capi tal
Material
Equipment
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V. Need for Government Intervention
The lack of infrastructure in squatter areas has impact at two
levels: the internal impact on residents of the areas and the
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external impact on the surrounding population and economy. In most
cases the internal impact becomes intolerable long before the
external impact is sufficient to provoke government response at more
than a token scale.
Governments have usually responded to squatter needs for water
and sanitary services only in rare situations where the external
impact was severe, such as situations where the proximity of the squatter
areas to wealthier residential areas aroused fear of the spread of fire
or epidemics, or the sewage draining from squatter areas severely
polluted the surrounding resources such as those important to the
tourist trade or to the general economy.
It is in the public interest to improve conditions in squatter
areas. It is suggested that when squatters' conditions are improved,
the levels of disease and death are reduced and residents of the areas
are better able to realize their potential for contribution to the
economy. Another reason is by legalizing the status of the squatters
and upgrading their communities, the government is giving them a
stake in the existing political system. Governments identifyinq
themselves as a democratic system should recognize the potential power
of such a voting block; more repressive governments should have a
healthy regard for the potential support an opposition party might
find among the squatters.
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VI. Definition of Squatter Settlements
Squatter settlements as discussed in this thesis are areas of
spontaneous settlement which have sprung up in urban areas of develop-
ing countries. The categories of illegal housing are as follows:
A. Houses built on land to which the builder lacks title.
B. Houses built on land legally purchased or otherwise
legally acquired, but violating the building code.
C. Houses which conform to the code and are built on land
legally purchased or otherwise acquired, but which are
not yet registered, hence technically illegal.
As used in this thesis, squatter settlements refer to the settle-
ments of consolidators, as defined by John Turner.16 These areas are
seldom viewed as murky slums of chaos and disorder, breeding grounds
for crime, prostitution, and revolution, and impediments to economic
development. More often they are recognized for their positive
aspects, particularly the tremendous initiative of the squatters for
self-improvement and their integral relation to the society and
economy which surrounds them.
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The remaining chapters of this thesis will focus upon the argument
presented here.
Chapter II describes the squatters' present housing situation and
the relevant government policies of Seoul, Korea. Also described are
the situations of water and sanitary services in the city and in
specific squatter areas, and the major issues related to the provision
of these services.
This section also explores the problems of government, the form
of traditional government response, both to the "squatter housing
problem" in general and to the need for water and sanitary services in
particular. Based on the experiences described, conclusions are
drawn as to the need for alternative forms of technology.
Chapter III describes the conventional technology for water and
sanitary services and criticizes this technology. Further documented
are the need for self-help and alternate technologies. Described are
the characteristics necessary for such technologies. Based on these
specifications, existing and potential technological solutions are
presented.
Chapter IV summarizes the arguments for decentralized, self-help
solutions to the infrastructure needs of squatter settlements and sets
forth recommendations to the audience (decisionmakers in developina
countries) to whom the thesis is addressed.
CHAPTER II
SQUATTERS AND GOVERNMENT INTERVENITION
I. Introduction
The rate of annual population increase in developino countries is
quite high. The average is about 2.3% per annum, with rates as high
as 6%, or double the national average, in major urban centers. However,
in low-income or shanty-town areas of these cities, the rate is as
high as 10-12%.
These growth rates in the "slums" or "squatter settlements" areas
sometimes make up two-thirds or more of the urban population increase
in developing couitries. Such growth rates suggest a potential for
doubling the low-income population of urban areas every decade. The
sheer numbers of people to be absorbed in cities of limited capacities
in terms of present infrastructure (e.g.,roads, transportation arter-
ies, schools, medical clinics, housing, water, and sewage systems,
etc.), present a tremendous challenge to policymakers concerned with
national development. It is no wonder that governments have become
increasingly concerned vilth their limited capacity to serve the large
and growing, unplanned, uncontrolled and almost always illeaal settle-
ments of the "poor" -- the "squatter settlements"': binminchon in
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Korea, favelas in Rio. poblaciones in Chile, colonias populares in
Mexico, pueblos jovenes in Peru, and so forth.
Their distinguishing characteristics are the illegality of land
occupancy, the low level of living, and the poverty of the people
living in them. These characteristics vary widely both among countries
and within countries in terms of physical standards, degree of
development of the internal economic situation, occupation and social
stratification,,size, history, location, amenities, and facilities.
(Yt is difficult, and somewhat unfair, to generalize about the
traditional government response to the problems of "urbanization" and
to the problems of squatter settlements. This response is varied, even
among the developing countries; however, certain historical patterns
can be identified.
One such government response is the policy of rural development,
an attempt to stem the tide of migration from rural to urban areas.
It is believed that rural people will remain in the country if the
quality of rural life can be improved, for example, through higher
income, better education, improved health care, better housing, etc.
However, experience has shown that this policy has been less success-
ful than originally planned for a number of reasons: (a) the gap
between rural and urban incomes is too great to be closed by rural
development alone; (b) introduction of better services and facilities
increases, rather than decreases, the tendency to strive for even
higher standards in urban areas (various studies on Asian and Latin
American migrants have shown that immigrants tend to be the younger,
better educated individuals); (c) the policies. of "decentralizing
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work opportunities to rural areas" have not yet been successful because
of the tremendous infrastructure necessary for industrial develooment;
such policies can only play a marginal role in diverting migration at
the present time; (d) the family planning programs that have been
integrated into the economic development strategy of developing
countries have shown little immediate effect on migration.
Another policy which was implemented was that of eradicating
squatter settlements by force, with subsequent positioning of the
settlements in government-specified areas. According to John Turner,
one reason for 'the total failure of the policy is that governments have.
tragically misunderstood the nature of the urban settlement and housing
problems.2 Governments have viewed squatters' housing problems in terms
of objective standards such as physical standards. and quantitatively
determined policies based on the concept of the "housing deficit"
(failure to reach certain minimum standards of the middle class variety).
While governments are concerned solely with the lack of-housing itself,
squatter dwellers are willing to put aside housing investment while
they try to satisfy other more basic needs (e.g., jobs, food, education
for their children, etc.).
The pursuit of low-cost public housing is another traditional
government response, and often takes the form of high-density, high-
rise units, massively produced and implemented by the construction
industry to the specifications of shelter requirements of low-income
people. This approach has been criticized because of its misuse of
resources; the governments of developing countries do not have the nioneY
required to provide the subsidies for public housing to the low-income
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people on a large enough scale to have any impact on the shelter problem.
It has been repeatediy shown in various studies of tenants of public
housing that in fact these public housing programs serve middle-income
families (e.g., John Harris' study of Nairobi showed that the amount of
subsidy to tenants in the public housing units increased as the income
of the occupants increased; there were similar findings of inequitable
distribution for Asia and Latin America in general).
The analysis of governmental policies concerning housing in squatter
settlements shows that housing is not a profitable investment for
government. Structural changes in housing policies, not token proarams,
re required. Housing should be treated not just as shelter, but as
access to economic opportunity.
Public housing with the payment of fixed monthly rent is good for
people with regular incomes. Nevertheless it does not fit in the life
pattern of squatter dwellers who need money for the basic necessities.
Thus monthly rents lock low-income people into having the threat of
eviction hanging over their heads.
The people with minimal skills participating in a labor market
supplied with unskilled workers are not likely to have job security.
People who are recent migrants must be able to find temporary employ-
ment. They must have a style of life that can adjust to dislocation
in income levels and allow for application of whatever income they
receive for more basic needs, such as food. If a substantial part of
their income is used for rent, then retrenchment in Deriods of crisis
is almost impossible.
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People would invest their labor, free time, and management skills
in building their own dwellings if they thought that they could estab-
lish ownership rights to the land on which they were squatting through
customary use, leading eventually to legal tenure. Housing would then
become a productive activity of the society from the point of view of
the economy as a whole. It is a learning process, and improves
suqatters' skills. It requires a high ratio of labor to canital; it
3
involves skills that are real, and easy to master. The dwelling
units can be improved over time as the family's experience increases.
Housing policy should treat broader issues than those tradition-
ally raised. Beyond the notion of a deficit of dwelling units at a
minimal standard determined by government housing policy, concern
should also focus on the social and economic functions of shelter and
the relationship of the dwelling unit to people. The resources of the
popular sector, such as government, should give priority for use of
resources to low-income people. With freedom to maneuver in times of
income uncertainty and the possibility to improve one's shelter situa-
tion by increments, government housing standards may not be as relevant
to people at the bottom. 4
Housing should be a means of entry into the skilled labor market
for unskilled workers, and a means for social and economic consolida-
tion. Public housing should be offered at costs that low-income
people can afford, and local labor should be used for construction.
Matching people's priorities to supply is a recurrent theme in
development. 5  In the housing area especially, it should be evident
that no physical, economic, or social plannin.g can be made without
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realizing people's needs and priorities. I re-emphasize that the
purpose of such an exercise is not to introduce the substance of "hous-
ing" but rather to present a framework of thinking about national
aspects of economic and social development policy. This is a method
of thinking that should be equally appropriate to other fields of social
service. Investments that serve people's needs and contribute directly
or indirectly to economic development should be encouraged to insure
adequate social services in the future.
II. Present Situation of Seoul
A. General Background
"Nowhere else in the world today are the processes of urbani-
zation so intense, and so compressed in time, as in the capital and
primary city of South Korea. :Seoul's population flow has been at
flood stage since 1953 immediately following the Korean War The
increase rate was 9-10 percent per year from 1953 to 1960. in 1961,
national development planning was begun in an attempt to decentralize
the investments of capital, distributing it around the countrp Immi-
grants continued to prefer Seoul, however, and at a 7-8 percent growing
rate per year, a million people were added. Since 1966, people from
rural areas have been gradually moving to Seoul, opening up niches for
those who follow from the countryside; still, most rural dwellers
migrate directly to Seoul. In the early 1970's, Seoul has continued
to grow by 8-10 percent per year which, -after allowing for natural
increases, means that -Seoul is absorbing upwards of 400,000 persons per
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year with no strong signs as yet of diminished demand for entry. By
1970, between 315,000 and 356,000 migrants entered the city each
year, or close to a thousand daily. By 1970, the total population of
Seoul was 5.5 million.7
The migrants are no longer compelled by urgencies compounded by
homelessness or incompatibility with an alien administration as in the
1950's. When Han-soon Lee surveyed rural migrants, more than 80 per
cent of the immigrants indicated economic motives for migration, and
the remainder generally mentioned educational opportunities and better
facilities as motives.8 The level of per capita income in Seoul
remains almost twice that of the rest of the country, including other
large cities; it is about three times that of the villages and towns.
This means that the city has managed to produce jobs for immigrants
about as rapidly as they have arrived. Like other cities in develoD-
ing countries, Seoul maintains a dualistic society. It has many
hundreds of thousands of people living in squatter areas who are
delegated dirty and undesirable jobs in the city and live at levels
similar to those expected in agricultural areas.
Seoul's rapid economic growth has eased the task of economic
integration of the migrants. During the late 1960s, Korea's industries
increased their output at rates of more than 20 percent a year, and
employment in industries jumped 50 percent in the second half of the
decade. Demand for construction workers was so strong during the
late 1960's that some firms recruited in rural areas. The strong
demand for labor coupled with productivity increases permitted substan-
tial increase in real wages (38% annual rate for- 1967-1970). However,
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despite these achievements, unemployment, underemployment, and
poverty remain widespread. In 1970, 13 percent of the work force was
unemployed in Seoul. Average annual income per capita is $150 in
squatter areas compared with the national figure of $225.
Seoul is under the direct supervision and tight control of the
Central Government; its major policies are shaped by the mayors and the
heads of the municipal administrative bodies are appointed by the Cen-
tral Government. The mayor of Seoul has a very strong voice in the
Centra.l Government. He is not a member of the cabinet, but he has
about the same power as a cabinet minister.
The municipality has a low level or organization with few
capital resources. As an example of this, programs intended to solve
the problems of the city's old infrastructure have been carried out by
using foreign investment money; however, the lack of well-trained
personnel and resources, combined with rapid urbanization due to
industries and migration, inadequate equipment, and public ignorance
of the situation, cause the problems to continue.
The improvements in water and sanitary services which brought
about corresponding improvements in health and welfare will probably
be advanced further by a major program in the construction of low-
cost housing. Simple five-story walk-up unfinished reinforced concrete
apartments were made available to displaced squatters who could
either occupy them or sell the option to households with capital.
Thus large developments attracting a mixture of white collar, commer-
cial, and factory workers were finished off witij self-help or with the
assistance of artisan contractors. The program was virtually unsub-
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sidized and was at the same time notably popular with voters.
One factor that went out of control for a while was the land
price level. Speculators seem to have already discounted the values
implicit in a metropolitan area of 15,000,000 population. By 1972
the price of commercial land surpassed U.S. $5,000 per square meter,
and top residential land was U.S. $800 per square meter, and it was
still rising. The cost of acquisition of land for public purposes ran
so high that the government declared in 1973 that it refused to pay any
more than the 1972 price.
Seoul's significant shortcoming is found in the water and sanita-
tion services. Municipal officers talk of installing flush toilets
in 30-50 percent of all buildings by 1986, despite water-supply diffi-
culties in the dry season. According to the third five-year plan,
Seoul is scheduled to get a sewer system in the late 1970's mainly
because the city would lose self-respect and beauty if it did not
have one. However, there are also some fairly persuasive arguments
on hand to back up the case for sewers. A variety of independent
indicators provides evidence of fundamental changes in government
policy. Previous improvements in water supplies were largely respon-
sible for the spectacular reduction in the prevalence of illness in
Korea during the 1960's.9
B. Scale of the Problem
The scale of the squatter problem in Korea is great, as in
nearly all developing countries. Statistics on the number of squatter
units are obscured by problems of definition.. The official estimate
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of the number of squatter dwellings "in the city" is 173,000. This
estimate includes several categories of illegal housing -- housing
built on land to which the builder lacked title, houses built on land
legally purchased or acquired but violating the building code, and
houses that conform to the code and are built on land legally purchased
but which are not yet registered. These categories clearly pose legal
and administrative problems. Only in the case where title is lacking
should the housing be defined as squatter units. If we assume the
actual number of squatters is less, say 120,000 units, this would
represent one-fifth of all housing units in Seoul as of October, 1970,
the date of the most recent survey. Taking the averaqe of 2 households
per unit and 5 persons per household, the total number of persons
living in squatter settlements is 1.2 million, or more than 20 percent
of the total population.
1. Physical Conditions of the Squatter Areas
Most large and visible settlements are either built along
a streamside or on a hillside. The streamside settlements generally
are dilapidated single or double lines of shanties. The hillside
settlements vary. New areas, often located at the tops of mountains,
look raw and poor. Older settlements are predominantly small cement-
block houses. Virtually none of the settlements are provided with
municipal garbage collection services. Some of the older, larger,
and better developed areas have paved main roads and bus service. In
most, however, roads are unpaved and too narrow to admit motor vehi-
cles. Virtually no houses have indoor plumbing.- 'In well-developed
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areas each house had its own latrine; in many settlements several
households or a small segment of the settlement share a latrine.
2. Socio-Economic Functions of the Squatter Areas
Some settlements are heavily transitional. These
include many of the linear streamside clusters. They are striving to
enter or re-enter the mainstream of the city's economy. Many of the
people in these settlements would like to move out if they could find
secure and adequate wage employment or could attempt ownership of a
small shop. Turnover is high, but population is continuously replen-
ished from new migrants and from various cateqories of peoole already
in the city.
Some settlements are incipient residential neighborhoods. Many
of the mountainside settlements probably are of this general type.
While some of the residents in such settlements might prefer in
principle to live elsewhere, they are doubtful that they will be able
to afford to do so. Living in the settlements permits* them to
stretch their meager income to cover other needs - capital for small
business or vending, and investment in the education of their
children.
3. Attitudes of the Public and the Government
Officials view the squatter settlements as unsightly and
embarrassing, perhaps vis-a-vis foreign visitors. Problems faced by
squatters regarding city services (e.g., water supply, sewer facili-
ties,and fire services), and development obstacles (e.g., highways)
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also bear serious consideration. However, both official and public
attitudes towards squatters have probably changed over time. There
seems to be a shift from the early concern over law and order, to a
later concern over aesthetics, to the more recent focus on assumed
links between widespread squatting and rapid immigration. While
officials and the mpiddle and upper class do regard squattinq as a
problem, there is also a general consensus that not much can be done
about existing settlements. The officials are concerned more with city
beautification than with the well -being of the squatters and with
urban poverty.,
C. Review of the Housing Situation in Seoul
According to the nationwide census (October 1972), the popula-
tion of Metropolitan Seoul was 6,076,143, consisting of 1,182,655
households. But despite the enormous investment and desperate efforts
in such projects as Citizens' Apartment and Kwangju (relocation to
improve the housing situation in Seoul), there were nonetheless only
642,177 available housing units in Seoul in 1972. Thus, one must
infer that 540,478 (45.7% of the households) were homeless. This
situation is due mainly to the annual 9.8% increase in Seoul's popula-
tion and to the burgeoning number of squatters in the late 1960's.
Moreover, when the 163,543 units of illegal housing units (used mostly
by squatters) are considered, the number of legal housing units is
478,634 and only 40.5% of households live in legitimate homes. 10
Table 2.1 illustrates both the current housing situation in Seoul
as of 1973 and the change that has taken place in that city's housing
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situation between 1966 and 1973.
Table 2.1 Housing Situation in
1966
Population
Households
Total Hous-
ing Units
Housing
Deficit
3,805,360
734,334
100%
361,943
49.9%
372, 391'
50.1%
1970
5,536,377
1,097,432
*100%
600,367
54.7%
497.065
45.3%
1971
5,850,925
1,151,078
100%
624,547
54.2%
526,981
45.8%
1972
6,076,143
1,182,655
1000%1
642,177
54.3%
540,478
45. 7%
1973
6,258,427
1,215,538
1.00%
700,754
57.6%
514,784
42.4%
*The Seoul municipal government views one house as
household, therfore the total number of households
being intended for a
would be assumed to
be the total need for housing units. The housing deficit is simply the
number of households less the number of housing units.
Source: Housing Section, Seoul Metropolitan Government
As seen in Table 2.1, the rate of total homeownership in the
total population has remained constant over the three years, althouqh
the number of housing units has increased. But it is noticeable that
the amount of annual increase in housing units has decreased since
1971, while the rate of the housing deficit is downward. This is
mostly due to the drastic drop in the annual increase rate of the
Seoul *
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total population and the decrease in the number of resultinq illegal
housing units. The rate of legal housing in the existing housing
stock has increased from 62% in 1966 to 74.5% in 1972.
However, the present housing deficit rate will remain constant or
will increase because housing supply has been so low as compared to
demand, especially since 1970.12 In 1972, the Seoul municipal govern-
ment. built only 738 units; in 1973, 301 uni'ts; and in 1974, 1,000
units. Moreover, municipal government will continue to clear illegal.
housing while providing no alternative dwelling places. In addition,
the city- does not have any plans to build a large quantity of housing
units, nor have any sites been secured for low-income housing.13
D. Squatter Housing situation in Seoul
The illegal housing illustrated in Table 2.2 consists primar-
ily of squatter settlements, and of some other illegal buildings (code
violations). Table 2.2 shows total illegal housinq units as comnared
with total housing units as of 1973.
Table 2.2 Squatter Housing Situation
Year Total Units Legal Units Illegal Units
1966 361,943 (100%) 225,293 (62%) 136,650 (38%)
1970 600,367 (100%) 426,369 (71%) 173,998 (29%)
1971 624,547 (100%) 456,240 (73%) 168,307 (27%)
1972 642,177 (100%) 478,634 (75%) 136,543 (25%)
1973 700,754 (100%) 545,287 (78%) 155,467 (22%)
Future pro-
jection for 1,087,000 (100%) 1,067,600 (98%) 19,400 (2%)
1981
Based on Report on Municipal Administration of Seoul, 1974
I , , - r
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According to the statistics in Table 2.2, the number of squatter
settlement areas has decreased recently, and this downward tendency
will continue because the government has been concentrating on
clearance of squatters and legalization of squatting since 1972.
However, the number of squatters does not seem to have decreased.
III. The Seoul Municipal Squatter Housinn Policy
A. Background
The earlier strategies adopted by the government in the
1960's to cope with the problems were prohibition and eradication.
Criticism by the public and protest by the squatters led to large-
scale relocation programs to provide alternative dwellinqs for the
displaced.
1. Public Housing
The number of public housing units (supplied Drimarily
by the Korea Housing Corporation) has been too limited to be of
significant help in alleviating squatter housinq deficits or in
providing decent dwellings for squatters. Moreover, it is almost
impossible for squatters to afford the expenses of public housing,
even when it is available. 14  With about 20,000 won ($50) of monthly
income,15 squatter dwellers can hardly afford down payment and
monthly rent payment.
2. Clearance and Redevelopment
The low-cost Citizens' Apartment projects (1968-1969)
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produced more than 400 new buildings with 16,000 apartment units.
But, due to extensive sub-contracting, inadequate supervision, and
large-scale grft, many of the buildings were poorly constructed.
One such building collapsed in 1970, killing more than 30 people.
All further construction was stopped. A number of officials and
contractors were prosecuted and the mayor resigned.
Low-budget construction requires relatively substantial invest-
ments by the occupants in terms of items like heating. Such addi-
tional costs have forced about 75% of the relocated squatters to move
out and be replaced by lower-middle class people.
3. Conventional Relocation
This strategy involved moving families from squatter commun-
ities or areas of urban renewal programs to the peripheral areas of
metropolitan Seoul, and to give them lots usually no larger than 288
square feet ( 8 pyung ) or 216 square feet (6 pyung). In most of
those relocation areas, public facilities such as electricity, water,
roads, and sewage systems, were completely non-existent. There was no
subsidy except in a few cases. Relocated dwellers were asked to
purchase the land in order to legalize their tenure of the land.
Eventually these relocated areas came to be new squatter settlements,
although some of these programs later appeared to be successful
because of land speculation. Once land speculation occurred in these
relocated areas, usually more than half of the residents sold their
land and moved back to the city, again to a squatter settlement. In
summary, this strategy of relocation usually resulted in the displace-
ment of squatter units from downtown to peripheral areas within the
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ci ty.
4. Site and Service Relocation
At about the same time as the Citizens' Apartment
projects, a satellite town was developed outside the city of Seoul on
about 11.5 million square meters of land purchased by the Government.
This was to be the firstof a series of satellite towns with low cost
as an inducement for settlers and people relocated from squatters'
settlements to set up residence. But the settlers found no water or
sewer facilities, no financial or material assistance for building
their own houses, and, worst of all, no employment. Bus service into
Seoul was both infrequent and slow. During the second phase of the
development, urban facilities and bus service were improved and employ-
ment opportunities were enhanced through public and private construc-
tion activities. In addition, small industries were induced to
locate in the area. By this time, howe-ver, the great bulk of the
original settlers had sold their land and moved back to Seoul, doubl-
ing up with friends and relatives in the remaining squatter areas.
Many of those who replaced the original settlers in the site and
service areas were several rungs higher on the socio-economic ladder,
and could be described as middle class.
5. Clearance
Up until 1972, clearance programs were formulated around
eradication of new squatter dwellings to prevent proliferation of slum
areas. Although this program had been successful in clearinq
squatters, it had no function in the actual relocation of squatters
because it did not provide any place to go after clearance. Therefore,
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it is quite doubtful that this program was effective in reducing the
actual number of squatter units.
B. Analysis of Recent Change in Policy
After a series of painful and bitter experiences in the course
of the government's failure to deal effectively with the squatter
problem, the government.started to realize the ineffectiveness and
inadequacy of its low-income housing policy, and initiated new policies
and programs. Recent changes in government policy can be summarized
as legalization and return-home subsidy (actually clearance) with
more emphasis on legaliation
In order to implement this new policy, a legal base was
provided in the form of Public Act Number 2,581 (enacted and effective
on March 5, 1973) arid Implementation Regulation Number 6,682 (enacted
and effective on May 22, 1973). The purpose of the Act Number 2,581
is "to contribute to the sound development of city and the public
welfare through facilitation of housing improvement by means of
providing exception to urban redevelopment program articulated by the
City Planning Act."17
Implementation Regulation Number 6,682 is intended to
provide detailed administrative procedures in the course of imple-
menting the various housing improvement programs. According to the
Act and the Regulation, the chief executive of local government has
to petition for approval of a "redevelopment project" within his
jurisdiction to the Minister of Construction who can approve the
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proposed project after its deliberation by the Cabinet Council and the
,assent of the President.18  It is clear that the major purpose of the
Act and the Regulation is to simplify the complex legal procedure for
redevelopment as prescribed by the City Planning Act, under which
legalization and on-site improvement of squatter settlement is not
allowed. However, both the major criteria of eligibility for legaliza-
tion and the physical standards for housing improvement are not speci-
fied in either the Act or the Regulation.19  This situation causes the
establishment of criteria likely to be dependent upon existing Building
Code and other related laws and regulations. For example, as we shall
see in the following analysis most criteria for elinibility for
legalization and minimum physical standards for housing improvement
formulated by the Seoul Municipal Government rely heavily on existing
laws and regulations. In accordance with the provisions of the Act
and the Regulation, the Seoul Municipal Government set up the
required criteria, implementation procedure, and financial planning,
and its projects were approved.20 According to the city, of 163,543
squatter units in 1972, about 100,000 will- be legalized and subject
to improvement. The rest of them will be cleared and each houseowner
will be given 150,000 won ($300) in payment to be used to return
home. 21
1. Stabilization and Legalization
a. Stabilization
The present policy is first to stabilize the existing
squatter situation by strictly enforcing the prohibition of new
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squatters in the city. At ward and precinct levels, the local offi-
cials and police officers are held responsible for the appearance of
new shacks in their jurisdiction. In some areas, the city government
threatens to demolish the ten existing squatter shacks nearest any new
shanty. The appearance of new shacks is monitored by helicopters.
b. Legalization
A departure from earlier policy is the experimentation
with upgrading and legalizing some of .the squatter settlements. The
criteria for legalization are as follows: Settlements must
(1) be located on land not reserved for military or for
other over-riding public purposes;
(2) be so situated that roads and other necessary
infrastructure may be constructed without undue
interference with the city's development plans;
(3) be located on a site less than 100 meters above
sea level;
(4) have a minimum of 20 houses;
(5) be upgraded to meet minimum standards -- estab-
lish access roads, storm drainage and sewer
facilities; and
(6) have a minimum lot size and building coverage.
The government will first select the eligible sites. Then through
the mass media, criteria and procedures for legalization will be
publicized and eligible areas will be encouraged to request assist-
ance from the government. If those settlements meet these criteria,
then the legalization process involves three phases: .(1) the upgrad-
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ing of community facilities to meet minimum standards set by City
Planning act, i.e., the adequate provision of main roads for fire
engines and storm drainage; (2) planning and arrangement of lots, and
building or re-building of houses, such that each house is built on
a lot of at least 90 square meters (27 pyong) in size if the house is
a single-family house, or in the case of a two family row house, 100
square meters (30 pyong). In addition, all houses must be at least
53 square meters in case of a single-family house and 33 square meters
in case of a two-family row house;22 (3) purchase of a land title
from the Seoul Municipal Government if facilities, lot, and house
size meet the standards.
c. Criteria and Standards
The requirements that settlements be located below
100 meters in altitude, have a minimum of twenty houses, and that
a lot be 90 or 100 square meters in size, darken the potential feasi-
bility of the legalization policy. As was well shown in the previous
studies and surveys on squatters in metropolitan Seoul,23 many of the
squatter settlements are located on steep mountainsides. (According
to one survey,24 roughly six out of 16 squatter areas are located on a
steep hillside.) Thus, many squatter settlements are located in areas
higher than 100 meters above sea level. Although the exact number of
such settlements is not known, the Seoul Municipal Government did not
explain the reason for the 100 meter limitation; but it seems that the
100 meter line was mainly because of the beauty of the city and the
availability of infrastructure such as water supply. Nonetheless,
the reason for the 100 meters is inconsistent: much of the city's
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population is located above the 100 meter line.
The "twenty house" rule also seems to be another obstacle to
legalization. A survey shows that roughly 25% of squatter units are
scattered throughout the city singly or in small clusters of less
than 20 units. 25 Therefore, a significant number of squatters are
not eligible for legization. Accordingly, squatter units that satisfy
the two criteria of being below the 100 meter level and in a "twenty
house" area will not be many. The rationale of the "twenty house"
rule is also unclear.
The condition of at least 90 square meters for each lot is too
high a standard for the settlements, because more than 90% of the
26
squatter lots are much less than 90 square meters. Therefore,
roughly half of the squatter land dwellers will have to move out,
selling their lots to richer' neighbors or doubling up with others in
order to create lots and houses of required size. The city govern-
ment is encouraging squatter people who have a lot less than 90 square
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meters to have joint ownership of a lot and a house. But joint
ownership is very complicated in its legal and financial aspects.
d. Financial Aspects
Financial aspects have been very important in the
programs dealing with the squatter piroblem. Low-income housing,
including the Citizens' Apartment and Kwnagju relocation programs,
failed largely because squatters could not afford the required
expenses.28  Likewise, this 1.egalization and on-site improvement
program has the same certainty of failure as the former programs.
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The municipal government estimates about 100,000,000,000 won
($250,000,000) is needed for the improvement and construction of com-
munity infrastructure and facilities only. Of this amount of money,
28,330,000,000 won ($70,825,000) will be financed by selling govern-
ment-owned land, 23,870,000,000 won ($59,675,000) by loan from the
central government and the remaining 47,800,000,000 won ($119,500,000)
will be contributed by the squatter dwellers. In order to have a
schematic idea of the amount of each squatter household's burden, if
we divide 47,800,000,000 won by the number of squatter units to be
legalized,29 then roughly 435,000 won ($1,090) would be each squatter
household's responsibility. Of course, this amount varies according to
the areas and the size of a lot. Considering the monthly income of
squatters (an average of 20,000 won, or $50), it is evident that most
squatter dwellers cannot afford their individual shares of 435,000 won.
In addition, it is very doubtful whether squatter dwellers can
afford the purchase of a lot. According to an estimation by Seoul
Municipal Government,30 construction cost will be slightly more than
24,000 won ($60) per square meter (80,000 won per pyung). If one
builds a house of 33 square meters (10 pyung) which is the minimum
standard for house size, then one must have at least 800,000 won
($2,000). This amount of money is, needless to say, a great burden to
the average squatters. The purchase of a land title after building a
house is also not easy for squatters to afford. The City Planning Act
makes it clear in Article Number 55 that the price at which the squatter
will eventually get a land title will be the market price as of the
time when the first
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step of the legalization procedure starts. Although the market value
of the. land varies over the squatter areas and the exact price of the
land is not yet known, it seems reasonable to estimate-the price of
land as approximately 12,000 won per square meter (40,000 won per
pyong).3 1 Therefore, if one would like to purchase a land title for
the 50 square meters (15 pyung) that is required for a two-family row
house and meet minimum standards for lot size, one must have another
600,000 won ($1,500 dollar). If we consider construction costs and
purchase of a. land title together, each squatter dweller who would
like to have the benefits of legalization must have at least 1,400,000
won ($3,500).
If we put together the squatter household's share in the
expenses for community facility improvement, construction costs, and
the purchase of a land title, this sum becomes about 1,835,000 won.
Substitution of labor for a cash share in the community facility
improvement work is not currently allowed at all, although the munici-
pal government is talking about it. 32 This aspect will be dealt with
below. Municipal government provides only a 300,000 won long-term
loan, 33 and some squatters are willing to sell to private users the
land originally planned for public use.
- e. Actual Nature of On-site Imnrovement
Contrary to the ostensible purpose of on-site improve-
ment of existing squatter units, the city government is directing the
program of on-site improvement towards conventional urban redevelop-
ment. Such redevelopment usually sweeps away squatters or their
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buildings. The initial four projects of the Citizens Apartment are
good examples of this: in the case of Buk-A-Hyun in the second
district, 197 units out of 202 units are going to be demolished com-
pletely; in the case of A-Hyun in the second district, 197 units out
of 218 units; in the case of Su-Bin-Go in the first district, 58 units
out of 58 units; and the demolition plans for Go Chuj district have
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not been announced yet. As a natural result of redevelopment, this
program would entail speculation. In the beginning of the program,
many land experts forecasted a possible immediate rise of approxi-
mately 3,000 won per square meter (10,000 won per pyung). From past
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experience it is reasonable to assume that land prices will qo up
due to speculation.
In addition, according to the city's specified plan resolved on
November 29, 1973, this on-site program seems to be carried out by
private contractors without resident participation, even though the
city government claims that residents may substitute labor for a cash
share in community improvement work. Even in the construction of a
dwelling, self-helf, the only means by which the financial burden on the
residents can be reduced significantly, is not actively encouraged nor
even implemented at this moment.
C. Social Equity and Other Issues of Clearance
As already mentioned in the introduction to this section,
about 60,000 units of squatter housing are doomed to be eradicated and
each household will be given 100,000 won ($250) to be used, accordino
to the government, for expenses to return home. There are several
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important problems regarding this program: first, the most critical
question seems to be that of "social equity.",. In the preceding dis-
cussion on the criteria of eligibility for legalization, we can find
that the criteria are based not on a sense of social equity but on
the basis of beautification of the city. The criteria for eligibility
for legalization also serve as the criteria for ineligibility for
legalization. Many people will be removed because they live above the.
altitude of 100 meters or because they live in groups smaller than 20
units. It should be noted that many leaal housing units are already
located above the 100 meter line and will not be removed because of
their location.
-The government's fundamental rationale for legalization seems to
be based on the government's responsibility for providing homes for
all of its people regardless of their social or economic status. This
rationale is implicitly expressed in the first article of the Act
Number 2,581, which set the legal base for legalization with the legal
instruction to "contribute to... the public welfare...." Insofar as
the criteria of legalization are not consistent with the concept of
social equity, people whose settlements are eradicated are not
likely to conform to the government policy and program. Therefore, it
is highly doubtful that the policy based on inequitable criteria will
result in success.
The second question is concerned with the effectiveness of the
return-home subsidy. The amount of subsidy is about twice as much as
the average monthly income per lower-class household in Seoul. Accord-
ing to 1969 statistics, the construction costs of a unit house which
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meets minimum standards as prescribed by the Building Code and the
City Planning Act and which was built by the government were 300,000
won ($750). The Seoul Municipal Government forecasted this cost
would increase to some 800,000 won in the 1970's. 38 This figure does
not include the price of the land., At present, the return-home sub-
sidy program is not accompanied by any relocation projects or regional
coordination programs, such as a rural development program, and there-
fore is in reality "a clearance program without any alternative" given
to squatters. These homeless people are unable to purchase legal
housing by their limited economic ability and thus must simply try-to
find another place for squatting.
The third qu-estion arises from the economic functions of the
squatters, as argued by many scholars. It is obvious that the criteria
of eligibility for legalization do not include any economic considera-
tion of the size of squatter dwellings, While the criterion of no
dwellings above 100 meters of altitude can be interpreted as an
economic consideration by the government in order to provide urban
infrastructure (because provision of infrastructure for any home above
that altitude will cost more), no consideration regarding the locational
aspect of squatter areas with respect to their work place seems to be
included. Because the return-home programs do not provide new economic
opportunities, eradicated squatters are likely to move to the nearest
legalized squatter area or to try to build in another squatter settle-
ment.
,The above discussion on return-home subsidy projects, which are,
in reality, clearance programs, leads to an'ominous prediction that all
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the government efforts to upgrade squatter housing might be unsuccess-
ful. -A participant observer who resided in a Seoul squatter area
recently has informed me that the density in legalized areas was
apparently increasing39 after the "reinforced clearance plan" was
initiated. Increasing density of legalized areas not only means the
failure of the return-home program but also puts a more complex
barrier in the way of the legalization project and contributes to a
high possibility of its failure.
D. Summary
By far the most common response of governments in developing
countries to the physical needs of squatter settlements has been to
ignore them. This denial of the needs of millions of people has
been possible because the conditions of the squatter areas have
insufficient external impact to demand a solution; because the resi-
dents lack the political power to force a solution; or because the
government lacks the will or the resources (or both) to design and
implement a solution. The result is that the appalling conditions
continue.
Where the government has been forced to acknowledge the presence
of the squatter settlements and respond, its action has frequently
been to eradicate the settlements, thus apparently also removing the
problems which the squatters 'cause'. This choice of strategy is
most often made by governments sufficiently authoritarian to destroy
the settlements. Governments have usually chosen to eradicate
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settlements when they have had a direct negative impact on the external
environment and economy, as in Seoul where the inner-city squatter
settlements were eliminated because they visually blighted the Central
City area and occupied valuable land which could be put to "better" use.
Although eradication solves the short-term problem, the environ-
mental problems caused by the lack of infrastructure simply move with
the squatters to another site. Additional problems may be created by
increased overcrowding of remaining squatter sites, the disruption of
the squatters' social and economic environment, and the disruption of
the external economy of which 'they are an important part. In some
cases a government ideologically inclined to eliminate a squatter
area has recognized the integral relation of the squatters to the
external economy and allowed them to remain. In other cases this
recognition has occurred only after the fact.
Where the governments have responded with positive action to the
physical needs of the squatter settlements, the form 6f the response
has varied depending on the resources and ideology of 'the policy
maker and the particular constraints of the situation. However, with
few exceptions, the proposed solution has been to build housing,
replacing the existing dwelling units of the squatters rather than
allowing the existing housing to be upgraded by providing essential
support services, granting tenure to the occupants, or making credit
available for individual and community improvements.
Construction of housing is rarely the most appropriate response
and the literature abounds with accounts of the mismatch between
government programs and the needs of the people they were allegedly
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trying to serve. Other policies, such as the upgrading of existing
areas by the provision of infrastructure, would have significantly
greater impact for the same budget allocation. The drawbacks to the
traditional government-sponsored housing programs can be summarized
as follows:
(1) By constructing housing, the programs duplicated, at consid-
erably higher cost, the squatters' demonstrated ability to provide
their own shelter, rather than providing infrastructure which is
presently lacking in most communities.
(2) These programs view housing as an end product -- a unit --
rather than a continuing process to develop a living environment
which will support the household's social and economic goals and life-
style. Such a perspective emphasizes physical standards rather than
the relationship between the family and the unit, i.e.,what the unit
does for each family. As in (1) above the unit is the easiest part
of this environment for the family to Drovide for itself.
(6) New construction housing programs rarely recognize the
importance of incremental improvement and expansion of the house as
the family's demands and economic capacity increase. Units built
under housing programs rarely possess the capacity for incremental
expansion. In addition, the program's regulations require initial
construction to a particular standard rather than allowing improve-
ment over time.
(4) Units produced are frequently architecturally and sociologi-
cally unsuited to the life style and economic status of the families
for whom they are built. Not only is the design inappropriate, but
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standards and construction costs far exceed the financial capability
of the squatters or their shelter needs, given other important
demands on a limited income.
(5) Most units constructed under these programs have ultimately
been occupied by middle income families; either because they were
originally planned for this income group, or because lower income
families, unable to afford their assigned units, sold their rights to
higher income families and moved instead into another squatter area.
Although one could argue that the units vacated by these middle income
families will "filter down" to lower income households, many more
lower income households could be served, more directly, by either
building cheaper units or, as suggested here, by providing infrastruc-
ture to areas of existing housing.
IV. Seoul's Water Work
Government policy regarding squatter areas has been characterized
by a quantitative approach. Policies using the qualitative approach,
e.g.,for the provision of infrastructure for squatter areas, has been
characterized in the past by its non-existence. Water and sanitary
systems imported from developed countries are centralized systems
using highly sophisticated technologies and they are capital intensive,
and obviously foreign. Such water/waste systems are planned, installed,
and managed by foreign consultants or foreign-trained local engineers
whose professional background and training has led them to accept only
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one way of providing water/waste services to residential areas. Such
an approach ignores the clear differences in resources and needs of
developing countries.
Seoul, Korea provides a graphic example of a capital city in a
developing country struggling to meet the water and waste disposal
needs of a rapidly growing urban population by providing a central
water and sewer system. The following description illustrates the
dimensions of the problems faced by municipal governments in develop-
ing countries such as that in Seoul, Korea.
In 1974, Seoul had a population of about 6 million living in an
area of about 220 square miles. Its central water system was completed
in 1908 with a production capacity of 13,600 tons per day, supplied
122,000 people (50%/O of the 1908 population) with about 110 liters per
person per day4O As a result of continuous expansion, the system had
a daily capacity of 1.8 million tons in 1974 -- enough to supply just
over 5.8 million people (86% of the population) with about 265 liters
per person daily. However, due to leakage from the deteriorating
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system, only half that amount is delivered to users.
One of the major problems of supplying clean water in Seoul is
securing sufficient water resources. Throughout Korea there is a
seasonal shortage of water, which is aggravated by the sharp increase
in the demand of water due to the rapid development of industries,
the concentration of the country's population in cities, the elevation
of the living standard and the modernization of agriculture in recent
years.
Furthermore, the situation will become- more serious. Under such
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pressing circumstances, the Water Resources Development Corporation
was organized in November 1967 to handle the situation. To meet the
water supply demands, the Corporation has been in charge of projects
for water resource development.
The lower parts of the city near the Han River are flooded every
summer due to the heavy rainfalls -- two-thirds of the annual precipi-
tation occurs in July and August. Also, the city is situated in the
Han River basin, the dams are inadequate to control large quantities
of water, and, geographically, the location of streams make flood
control difficult. Even more important is the fact that the city's
poor sewage system cannot rapidly handle large amounts of water. In
1971, Seoul itself lost 119,196,000 wons ($4,000,000) worth of proper-
ties and a human toll of 76 dead and 7 missing from floods. In
addition, 2,307 buildings were destroyed, which resulted in 10,299
homeless people. 4 3
The Water Resources Development Corporation worked on two major
projects in the Han River. One was a survey of the Han River area
and the building of a model to test flood control. The survey was
done during the period of 1966 to 1971. It cost 782.8 million wons
($2,600,000), 60% of which was A.I.D. funded ($1,750,000).44
The other project was the construction of the So-Yang Multi-
purpose Dam at the upper part of the Han River. Its developmental
structure, an earth dam, used local materials such as stone. The
dam is 123 meters high and withholds ten million tons of water. This
dam effects 5,980 cubic meters per second (CMS) of flood control,
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1,213 million tons of water supply per year, and 200 thousands kilo-
watts of hydropower. The So-Yang Dam was planned and constructed
between 1969 and 1972. The project cost a total of 23.1 billion wons
($77,000,000), $26,700,00- of which was invested by Japan.45
The major problems in water works in Seoul are (1) the trans-
mission pipeline conveying either raw or treated water from a source
or from a treatment facility to storage or pumping facilities near the
water users, and (2) distribution of clean water to individual water
users under adequate pressure for possible variations -in demand.
The rigid physical structure of Seoul's water system makes it
difficult to repair old wornout pipelines. The pipelines were put
in as early as the beginning. of this century. There are many parts
of the city where the inhabitants use buckets to carry the water from
a common water tap to their homes. In 1968 the amount of leakage
water was about 50% of the produced clean water. This leakage of
water results fronm worn-out old pipelines and inadequate repair. The
municipality spent 1 billion Wons ($4,330,000) to repair 13 kilometers
of the pipelines.
Table 2.3 Leaking Water
Base Year 1965 as 100 Unit Metric Ton
Amount of Amount of Amount of
Year Water Produced Water Used Water Leaked
1965 154,078,105 (100) 145,418,024 9,660,071
1969 251,086,657 (163) 132,741,125 (91) 112,345,532 (1163)
1970 295,082,335 (182) 159,829,850 (110) 135,252,485 (1400)
1971 358,882,433 (233) 198,766,810 (137) 160,115,623 (1657)
Source: Division of Water Supply Summary Report 1972, Seoul.
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Table 2.3 illustrates that although the amount of clean water
produced increased about 130% from 1965 to 1971, the amount of water
actually used only increased about 40% due to water leakage. In
1971, the Municipal Division of Water Supply collected 4,412,416,311
wons ($14,708,000) from water users who consumed 198,766,810 tons of
water, which is about half of the total clean water produced. The
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average charge for one ton of clean water was 14.90 wons (5 cents).
The amount of water received by users was 544,593.8 tons which is
about 55% of the total produced water (1,280,000 tons daily). The
following table shows the amount of the city's water work expansion
construction using foreign investment money.
Table 2.4 Water .Treatment Projects with Foreign Funding
Year Size of Completed Projects Cost
1969 150,000 tons per day 2,336 million wons ($7,750
1970 150,000 tons per day 1,248 million wons ($4,160
Total 300,000 tons per day 3,584 million wons ($11,91
1Projects completed in 1969 aggregated under 1969.
Source: Board of National Construction, Seoul.
,000)
,000)
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There are five water treatment plants and two sub-treatment
plants to purify raw water to the required quality level (see
Figure 2.1). In 1971, the municipality of Seoul spent a total of
2,561,095,688 wons ($8,500,000) for management and maintenance,
ncluding costs for electricity (545,050,504 wons), chemicals
(246,813,179 wons), personnel and labor (520,406,580 wons), repair
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(485,808,795) wons), and other items (763,016,630 wons)4 8
The most threatening aspect of Seoul's water quality program is
the city's sewage and excrement disposal system. The amount of
excrement discharged daily is 6,600 kiloliters 9 At present the city
is capable of collecting and processing only 2,400 kiloliters per
day. Twenty-five. percent of the excrement collected (600 kiloliters)
is given sanitary treatment at the Sung-san disposal plant. The rest
is treated in disposal plants near the Han River. 50
In 1973, the city installed a modern flush toilet system in the
central city area and planned a major expansion of the system in
1974. The city installed 48,000 units of the flush toilet system in
15 Dongs (districts having about 15,000 in population and 2 square
kilometers of area) in 1973. In 1974, 50 more Dongs were scheduled
to receive the new system. However the excrement from the new flush
toilets are disposed through the sewage system without treatment, and,
this sewage dumps into the main body of the Han River. Recognizing
the danger of water pollution, the city built a sewage treatment
plant in Kunza-dong (completed in 1975) according to the municipal
plan~l The handling capacity of the plant is 25 million tons per day
and it covers 2.6 hectares of the Chungkye stream area. It cost
26 billion wons ($8,700,000), $3,500,000 of which has been paid by
A.I.D. According to the city,2the layout of the drain pipe system
averages 170 meters per hectare of draining area in the central city,
and 10 to 40 meters per hectare of draining area in suburban areas of
the city.
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One of the major problems with the disposal of night soil in
Seoul is the poor road network. There are many parts of the city
where it is virtually impossible for the service vehicles to pass
through. For these areas the service personnel still use buckets to
collect the excrement and carry them to the vehicles.
The city has 231 night soil transporting vehicles; 20% of these
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are over 15 years old and are far from adequate. In 1974, the city
54planned to spend 5.5% of its budget ($9,000,000). Presently, 6,886
men are employed by. the city for night. soil and waste collection and
disposal. The city spends $12,394.80 per day for their wages. This
means each worker gets paid $1.80 per day. Also, the traditional low
regard for this work has been, and will remain to be, a problem in
recruiting an adequate number of people for the task of waste collec-
tion.
Associated with the problem of solid waste disposal is the more
serious problem of finding adequate reclamation areas and equipment
for collecting and carrying the waste. Since most of the waste in
Seoul is briquette ash, the only practical way of disposal is through
reclamation. Also, in light of the rapid expansion of metropolitan
Seoul, is the problem of reclaiming waste without posing potential
environmental health hazards for the residential areas.
At present, the city has 401 waste-transporting vehicles (in-
cluding 18 newly added trucks) and 2,262 hand carriages for collect-
55ing and carrying waste. The city purchased 51 new vehicles to
replace the old ones that have been out of commission. However,
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62 unuseable vehicles are still sitting and rusting in the municipal
garage. Critics claim that even if all of the waste-transporting
vehicles (including the 62 in the garage) were put into operation,
each vehicle would have to make four to six trips a day to fully
take care of the 7,410 tons of waste discharged daily.
These figures indicate the magnitude of the costs and the scale
of the problems caused by rapid urbanization of a city, such as
Seoul, that has an old and inadequate .infrastructure and limited
financial resources. Urban settlement is increasing much faster than
either urban services or the capability of institutions responsible
for the provision of such services, resulting in an overall decline
in environmental quality. The situation described above portrays the
problems of simply maintaining the existing municipal water and waste
system in Seoul. It is important to realize that over a million
residents of the poorest areas of the city are untouched by this
system. Expanding service to these areas, including the hillside
squatter areas, adds yet another dimension to an already difficult
picture. One can understand why municipal officials prefer to
ignore the existence of these settlements and their needs, leaving
residents to carry water from standpipes or communal water conces-
sions on the settlements' periphery and deal with waste disposal as
best they can.
A. Management Issues
Most observers have noted the lack of administrative capa-
city and management expertise in both national and local agencies
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responsible for community water and sanitary services. This problem
is compounded by poor coordination between engineers and managers,
lack of consideration of management and maintenance issues in project
designs, and the difficulty of maintaining an imported system with
inadequately trained technicians and without necessary replacement
parts. Water supply officials are caught between an ever-increasing
demand and a poorly functioning system.
While most observers share the above observations, the resulting
recommendations range along an entire spectrum: for example, at one
end the World Bank concludes that what is needed is better trained
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management and greater fiscal responsibility; while, at the other end,
White and Bradley suggest that ways be found for individuals and local
57communities to help themselves outside the municipal system.
B. Standards Issues
The issue of standards is a basic theme that arises in the
administration of any program. The lines become sharply drawn when
technology is transferred from one society and economy to another.
Should the standards applied in one situation be equally applied in
the other? Even if the technology applied is different, as I shall
argue should be the case in the provision of water and sanitary
services, should the same standards be applied to the final product,
i.e., the quality of service provided?
Traditionally there has been little flexibility on this point.
As late as 1973, a UN document states: "The United Nations Technical
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Mission on Housing and other reports published by national and inter-
national agencies all recommend the two room house with adequate
sanitary and other facilities as the barest minimum if the normal
aspirations of healthy living are to be achieved." 58
The World Health Organization and other international bodies
concerned with public health issues have exacerbated the usual
59problems of construction and building standards. By setting laudable
long-range goals far beyond the economic capacilities of developing
countries, the health agencies are severely biasing water resource
planning in these nations. By advising treatment to a particular
standard, they are insuring that only a small percentage of the popu-
lation will receive service.
The standards set are based on the assumption that all water
produced must be potable and all homes in dense urban areas should be
serviced by sewer systems. These standards perpetuate the use of
conventional, high capital technology to bring high quality service
to a few households while the needs of the vast majority of households
are left unfulfilled. Thus, where supplies exist the system is rela-
tively modern but serves only a small sector of society -- usually
the wealthy.
The issue of appropriateness of standards is particularly germane
in the case. of water service, since the standards applied to the provi-
*sion of water are, to a large extent, reached intuitively, based on
"the established fact that better quality water for domestic purposes
in adequate quantities improves health." 60While this assertion is
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probably true, the exact relationship between health and water is
largely intuitive, involving few established facts. What constitutes
"better", how much is an "adequate quantity"?
C. Per Capita Water Consumption
In 1963 in a report to the World Health Organization, Dietrich
and Henderson reported a range of per capita consumption of water, in
the 75 developing countries surveyed, of from 11 liters to 930 liters.
According to White and Bradley, under the most rigorous conditions,
two liters a -day is the minimum necessary for drinking and washing.
Water consumption from standpipe sources averages from 10 to 25 liters
a day. 62No matter how close or convenient the source, when water must
be carried the per capita use is rarely over 40 liters. Households
serviced by a single inside tap average a daily per capita use of
30-40 liters if there is no indoor waste disposal; more than one tap
or indoor disposal results in per capita daily consumption ranging
from 25 liters to more than 600. White and Bradley based their
figures on the results of their research in East Africa; however,
other authors writing from data in other parts of the world concur
with these consumption figures.
Per capita use appears to be a function of two important
variables: household size and standard of living; the larger the
household, the smaller the per capita use (except in the case of
elderly households dependent on carried water where the use level
remains constant); the higher'the standard of living, the higher the
per capita consumption. It is important to distinguish between
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standard of living and income. Relatively wealthy families living in
squatter areas, or other dense, unserviced situations have relatively
low levels of water consumption; households with similar incomes who
have moved out of the squatter areas into new modern style "suburbs"
enormously increase their consumption of water as their standard of
living expands to include a need to wash cars, water lawns, and
service their various water-consuming appliances.
There is some controversy as to the elasticity of demand for
water and, correspondingly, the responsiveness of the market for water
to price, basing their claim on the clear willingness of consumers to
pay high prices to water carriers. Some scholars believe that pricing
does affect the water use of the low-income household by forcing some
consumers out of the market entirely, making them dependent on impure
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sources. While this point is unresolved, and obviously varies depend-
ing on the relative scarcity of water, all but the most impoverished
households seem willing to pay some small amount for relatively pure
and convenient water. Pricing does appear to have some impact on con-
sumption levels of more affluent households.
The following table compares per capita water consumption in
selected countries:
Per Capita Residential Water Use in Selected Areas
Estimated Daily
Use per Capita
in liters Source
Urban:
multiple taps
or mixed use
Developing nations
Costa Rica
Ghana
Greece
India
Japan
Kenya
South Africa
Taiwan
Tanzania
Turkey
Several hundred
2 metered cities
7 unmetered cities
34 flat rate cities
Accra: High grade housing
Medium grade housing
Low grade hosuing
Substandard housing
New Delhi
Tokyo
Nairobi
Johannesburg
Urban: pop. 50,000
Dar es Salaam (all supplies)
Greater Istanbul
11-930
264-388
216
444
675
166
34
27
144
136
348
90
158
245
81
105
Dieterich and Henderson 1963, p.26
Wieters, Zobel, and Henderson,
1959
Tahal 1965
Papanastasiou 1967
City council report
Morris 1967
Fung 1967
Tanganyika Ministry of Communi-
cations, Power,and Works 1964
Noyan and Senogullari 1967
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Table 2.5
Country_ Place Year
1956
1959
1965
1965
1966
1968
1965
1962
1965
Country
Uganda
Single taps
Guatemala
Paraguay
Pakistan
Standpipes
India.
Turkey
Uganda
Venezuela
Single automatic tap
Asuncion pilot area:
taps
Comilla pilot area:
automatic taps
Calcutta: standpipe
Greater Istanbul
Kampala
systems
single
single
or pump
Estimated Daily
Use per Capita
in Liters
72-338
202
162
227
190
194
214
247
27
Place
Kampal a
All municipal supplies
London
All cities
Towson, Md.: rental
Residence value, $14,000
Residence value, $19,000
Residence value, $37,000
Mazabuka
Lusaka, Suburban African
Source
Scaff 1974, p. 180
Uganda Protectorate
Skeat 1961, p. 56
U.S. , Senate 1961 ,7
Johns Hopkins Report
1960/61
1:2-16
G. Marais 1966: personal com-
munication
Aris 1967
Borjesson and Bobeda
1964, p. 858
East Pakistan Water and Sewer
Authority 1968
Lee 1968
Noyan and Senogullari 1967
Scaff 1964, p. 32
Dieterich and Henderson 1963,p.28
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13-50
60
28-49
16
30
15
14
15
U.K.
U. S.
Year
Zambia
1959
1960
1959-
1962
1966
1964
1968
1964
1965
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V. Squatters' Environmental Situation (Survey Result)
A. Method of Survey
Planning for the survey was begun in May 1974. The pre-
paratory measures included developing the survey schedules, selecting
the field interviewers, and training the interviewers in the princi-
ples of social surveys and in home visit interview techniques. The
main part of the survey was begun on 8 July 1974 and was completed, on
15 August 1974.
B. The Survey Design
1. Procedure for Selecting Survey Area
The following steps constituted the procedure for the
selection of the survey area:
a. The official registration records in the prospec-
tive survey areas were studied.
b. The prospective survey areas were visited by a sta
nember of the study for confirmation of the geographical locations an
for designing the schedule for the field survey.
c. As a result, three representative areas of differ-
ent topography, i.e., the streamside, level-land, and hillside areas
were chosen for the survey.
Z. The Sampling Procedure
The procedures followed in the selection of survey
samples are outlined below:
at the one-stage systematic random sampling method
was employed, with the Bans as sampling units.
b. The survey covered all households contained in
the sampled Bans, by means of home-visit interviews with printed
ff
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Squatter Population by Survey Area, Seoul, Korea
Area Number of Dongs Number of 
PerInt erewTotal
Sampled Households Conducted
Stream-side~ 78 35%
Level-land* 62
Hill-sidex 3 4
Total 9 214 100%
Figure 2-2 Squatter Survey Areas in Metropolitan Area of Seoul
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questionnaire to be filled out by 5 field enumerators.
c. As the framework for sampling, records of the Bans
related to indigent households collected through cooperation of the
Dong Offices and Tong and Ban chiefs were utilized.
C. Survey Results and Findings
1. Status of Registration
Of the 214 households visited, 17% were found to be
not registered with the Dong offices in the areas of their residence.
This figure is very high, in spite of the strict enforcement of the
registration requirement, and in part seems to reflect the indiffer-
ence of the residents to the registration requirement and also indi-
cates relatively frequent changes of address.
2. Population Composition
Individuals aged'15 to 49 years in the squatter areas
surveyed constituted about half (49.5%) of the total population,
suggesting that the composition of the population in the study area
in terms of age had a guitar-formed structure (see Fiqure 2.3).
Figure 2.3 Composition of Squatter Population
60
55 - 59
MALE 50 - 54 FEMILE45 - 49
40 - 44
35 - 39
30 - 34
25 - 29
20 - 24
15 - 19
10 - 14
5- 9
0- 4
15% 10 5 5 10 15%
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3. Size of Households
Throughout the whole area, households with 5 members
or less constituted about 38% of the constituted households investi-
gated, while those with 8 members or more constituted 21.4%, indicat-
ing that the households in squatter areas tend to be relatively large
in size. The numbers of people per household and per house averaged
6.04 and 8.7 respectively.
4. Educational Background of the Squatter Residents
The data on educational levels have been categorized
in such a way as to include graduation, dropping out or quitting, and
current attendance under one category of educational level; for
example, individuals who graduated from, dropped out of, or are cur-
rently attending high school have been grouped into the one category
of high school education (see Table 2.5).
An obvious trend to be noted in the data on the dis-
tribution by educational background is that the higher the educa-
tional level, the more likely it seems that the males will receive
such education rather than the females; the males who have a college
background or above are 4.7 times more numerous than females with the
same amount of education; among those with a high school background,
the males are 2.8 times more numerous than the females; among those
with a middle school background, the males are 2.1 times more numerous
than the females; and the ratio of males to females is .93 among the
primary school background grou.
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Table 2-6 Educational Career
Educational Background Male Female Total Proportion of
Population 6
Yrs or above
College or Graduated 41.5 8.7 50.2
University Incomplete 26.5 2.7 29.2 2.1Attending 14.5 6.1 20.6
Subtotal 82.5 17.5 100.0
Graduated 54.8 18.2 73.0
High Incomplete 10.5 3.8 14.3 7.1School Attending 8.7 4.0 12.7
Subtotal 74.0 26.0 100.0
Graduated 45.6 19.2 64.8
Middle Incomplete 11.0 6.8 17.8 13.6
School Attending 11.1 6.3 17.4
.Subtotal 67.7 32.3 100.0
Graduated 25.1 30.0 55.1
Primary Incomplete 2.7 4.1 6.8 53.9
School Attending 20.4 17.7 38.1
Subtotal 48.2 56.8 100.0
Can Read 46.1 58.9 100.0
Kindergarten 68.6 31.4 100.0 23.3
No Schooling 42.2 55.8 100.0
No Answer 58.0 42.0 100.0
Total 51.2 48.8 100.0 100.0
5. Occupation
About 76% of the population interviewed was found to
have no stable occupation. Of the jobs held by those inhabitants of
the squatter areas who did have a stable occupation, waged labor jobs
comprised approximately 48% of the largest proportion of the responses,
followed by peddling (16%). Twelve percent of the working respondents
were workmen and 6% were white collar workers, indicating that most of
the jobs held did not require a high educational background or capital
investment.
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6. Household Economy
a. Income and Expenditure
Sixty percent of the households had monthly incomes
of less than 15,000 won (US $30), while only 10% had a monthly income
of 25,000 won (US $50) or above. Likewise, 61% of the households had
monthly expenditure of less than 15,000 won, which is slightly larger
than the percent of households with the same amount of monthly income.
The proportion of households with monthly expenditure greater than
25,000 won (a.bout 13%) was also slightly larger than the percent with
the same amount of monthly income.
b. Average Monthly Income per Household and Per Capita
The average monthly income per squatter household
was 11,477 won (US $ 23); the average per capita income was 2,296 won
as of June 1973. Eighty-four percent of the households reported that
they spent more than 60% of their monthly income to purchase food,
indicating that most of the monthly income of squatters is for food.
The data used shows that 70% of squatter households
have incomes that equal their expenditures, implying that most slum
households, in spite of their limited sources of income, were maintain-
ing balanced household budgets without resorting to borrowing money
in order to supplement their income. In other words, many of the
squatter residents are enduring life as deficient as it is. The data
also show that about 15% of the households had monthly incomes
smaller than their monthly expcnditures and 15 per cent had monthly
incomes larger than their monthly expenditures.
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7. Cause for Impoverishment in the Opinion of the Respondents
What are the causes for becoming poor, which are assumed
to have contributed directly and indirectly to the motives to move into
a squatter area? Thirty-seven percent of the respondents reported "no
skill" as the primary reason for their impoverishment. The next most
frequently reported causes were "loss of job by the head of household"
(14%), followed by other reasons including "household consists of
only mother and children", "Failure in enterprise" and other reasons.
8. Relief and Participation in Government-Sponsored Labor
a. Status of Relief
Of all the relief agencies that were extending care
to squatter households, 82% were Korean Government agencies, 7.3% were
social organizations, 4.6% were churches and 2.6% were private
sources. Most (96%) of the households who received relief funds were
receiving them free of charge. Thirty-nine percent of the respondents
said that they received relief payments "occasionally" and 38% said
that they received them "once every month." The general impression is
that the relief activities reaching the squatter households were rather
irregular and insufficient.
b. Participation in Government-Sponsored Labor Program
Of the total households investigated, 13% reported
that they had participated in government-sponsored labor programs in
the past, and 8% were currently participating in such programs. Of
those workers taking part in .the government-sponsored construction
work, 60% worked on road construction or repair. The data show that
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the jobs related to road repair, or general road construction, and con-
struction of road sand guard constituted sources of relatively higher
wages (900 won/day = US $1.80) than miscellaneous manual labor (average
800 won/day).
9. History of Residence in the Squatter Areas
Those households that reported that they had been in
the squatter area for less than one year constituted 35% of the total;
for more than one year but less than 5 years, 32%; and for 5 years or
more, 33%. Places of former residence, as mentioned by the respondents,
were urban areas (76.8%), rural areas (22.7%), and other areas (.5%).
About 64% said that they had moved into the squatter area because
they had "become poor", 18% to "seek employment in the metropolitan
area," and 7% because of "loss of job." About 13% reported being
refugees and of these slightly more than half were refugees from
North Korea.
10. Clothing and Personal Hygiene
A great majority (68.4%)of the entire households inves-
tigated were found to possess 3 units of summer clothes or less. Also
about 52% had 2 sets of underwear or less. Those having only one or
two suits of clothes and one or two sets of underwear were faced by
dire poverty and a very insufficient-supply of clothes.
Those in possession of one or two sheets or quilts for
the whole family constituted 48% of all households investigated, and
those having one or two mattresses was 43.7%. About 1% did not have
a single quilt and about 2% no mattress. The number of quilts and
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mattresses possessed by a household averaged 2.28 and 2.16 respectively,
and an average of 2.6 persons were sharing one quilt and one mattress.
About 70% of the households did not have a blanket. while only 28% had
one blanket or more.
Surprisingly, only 6% of the households investigated did not have
any soap, while about 10% were using laundry soap for washing their
faces. About 3% of the households in the squatter areas did not have
a single towel and about 68% had 2 towels on the average. Only 37% of
the households had wardrobes of various kinds. Those households known
to have wooden boxes or trunks as a means of storing clothes numbered
24% and 18%, -respectively. However, 12% of the households did not have
any means for storing their clothes.
11. Laundry
About 58% of the sampled respondents in the squatter
area reported washing their clothes at home, and the rest utilized
streams, the Han River, community water, or the neighboring houses that
had a supply of water. The "streams" in Seoul are especially unsani-
tary, and the fact that many of the households were making use of
the "streams" poses a serious problem from a sanitation point of view.
Most of the households (89%) were using laundry soap, while only 10%
were using detergent. Since most of the squatter households do not
have their own backyards, 97% were drying their laundry outside their
houses.
12. Heating, Lighting and Cooking
In terms of house heating methods, however, the use of
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the yuntan connected to a system of floor heating tends to be univer-
sally employed in all areas (96.2%). This system basically consists
of a system of round charcoal brickets which are burned in the kitchen
and which feed into flues that run under the floor (see figure 2-4
Fig. 2-4 Approximate Plan Arrangement for Minimum Squatter Dwelling
(3.0 Pyung*)
T4
storage 
chimney
Yun n 
-u--i-e--1-~
Oeg-ud t1-ues -- /
0 SLEEPING-LIVING
(raised floor)
KITCHE
(Adopted from Gregory Pai's unpublished manuscript on squatter
survey in Seoul , 1973. )
This method also serves for cooking. Hence, as a multi-purpose and
inexpensive system, this method of heating and cooking tends to be the
most commonly used system in squatter households as well as in most
other Korean houses. The other method used for cooking, oil (3.1%),
is basically a small oil stove that is utilized with a small fuel
tank, and is therefore not connected to any large utility system.
In terms of procuring the various utilities and ser-
vices needs for the houses, electricity is a common form of house-
*One pyung equals 36 square feet.
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lighting used in most areas, which illustrates the general availability
of electricity to most squatter areas (78.3% used electricity in the
study). Another means of lighting was that of kerosene lamps (19.2%).
Although in the more peripheral areas this may be due to problems of
accessibility, the fact is that in central city squatter areas there
is a low use of electricity, suggesting that costs in these areas may
tend to be prohibitive relative to the higher demand, as accessibility
to utility lines is not difficult in these areas. The fact that in
some areas public lines are illegally tapped by private concessions
in the squatter areas may contribute to inflated costs to the user,
thereby discouraging usage.
13. Supply of Drinking Water
As a source of drinking water supply, public pipe water
constituted 73.5% of all sources for the squatter households, commun-
ity wells constituted 20.6%, while about 3% of the households were
using a water vendor. The prevailing practice in most squatter areas is
the use of a communal water concession in which water is sold to the
residents at a nominal sum per bucket. Water lines are extended from
the municipal water system, and the concession is usually run by
residents on a commission basis with the consent of the government.
Hence, community residents generally-are able to utilize municipal
infrastructure systems insofar as water and electricity are concerned,
although in the case of electricity in particular, pirating is often
observed when the community is unable to procure government permission
to extend utility lines into the community. Pump and well systems,
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on the other hand, because of soil seepage conditions, are less sani-
tary methods of water delivery, and are generally seen in poorer or
more peripheral areas.
Considering that about 85% of the total households in Seoul were
using drinking water from the public water service, the frequency of
utilization, in general, of public water by the squatter households
appears to be high because of the connunal water concession widely
being utilized.
To the question regarding the quantity of water consumed by each
household, about 30% answered that they were using two pails or less
per day, and 48% were using three to four pails. (One pail is about
20 liters.) In other words,-about 78% of the households investigated
were found to be consuming four pails of water or less. The house-
hold average was 3.6 pails, or about 72 liters. The consumption of
water per capita per day averaged 12 liters, in comparison with the
rest of the city average of 265 liters, as of 1 October 1973. The
squatter resident was using about one-twentieth of the water consumed
by a person in Seoul.
Many squatter areas have water piped into their community but
they have to wait in long lines with buckets because of limited
service. Frequently, the water tap in peripheral or hillside
areas does not work. In the dry season, the squatters are the
ones who suffer first from water shortages. They have to carry water
tuckets from their homes to communal waterstand taps every day. Since
the amount of water that can be carried is limited, the water brought
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home is used for drinking, leaving little for personal and household
hygiene, adding to the probability of disease.
In 1974, the Bureau of Water Supply in Seoul spent 53 million
won (US $133,000) to run water-tank trucks to the hillside communi-
ties for the period of June to August in order to counteract the
ineffectiveness of antiquated facilities such as pumping stations and
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motors. (This figure was estimated on the basis of the registered
households in Seoul.) The bureau supplies water 24 hours a day for
the central business district and for wealthy communities. This area
only encompasses 750,200 households (64.5% of the total number of
6
households); the rest of the 408,811 households and unlisted squatter
settlements must store water because of irregular service.
14. Environmental Conditions of the Areas Where Wells
Located
Sixty-seven percent of the wells investigated were
found to have latrines located at a level above that of the well,
indicating a possibility of frequent contamination with sewage.
Another 17 percent of the wells had latrines located at a level lower
than that of the wells. The distance from the latrines located above
the wells averaged 6.7 meters, while that from the latrines located
below were 5.7 meters. Latrines should be at least 15 meters apart
from and below the wells according to the National Institute of
Health's publication, Environmental Hygiene. Thus the wells for the
squatter households pose a serious problem in terms of probable con-
taminations by sewage water.. A total of 23 percent of the wells had
sewage located at positions where the latter could constitute sources
of contamination for the former.
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Wells located on slopes constituted 92.3 percent of all wells
investigated, while 7.7 percent were on level lands. 9.7 percent of
settlements
the wells found in the squatter/ were the open wells (shallow or dug
wells), while pumps constituted 90.3 percent of the sources of water
and these pumps were mostly unprotected from air pollution and the
possible leakage of sewage into the wells. About 23 percent of the
wells surveyed were found without pavement around them, permitting an
easy leakage of surface water into the wells. The fact that 48 per-
cent of the wells investigated had a distance from the ground surface
to water surface of less than one meter and 17 percent from one to
two meters, indicates that most of the wells appeared to be quite
inadequate as sources of drinking water supply. Also only 23.6% per-
cent of the wells had walls of stone or rock and 21 percent had cement
concrete walls, indicating that the remaining 55.4% of the wells in the
area are exposed to the danger of contamination by surface water and
rain water.
The wells, which are the only important sources of water for
most of the slum households, are generally unsanitary. The possibil-
ity of leakage of sewage and surface water into the wells was suggested
by multiple factors: many of the wells had been dug in rocky or
stony ground, many had latrines located at a level above the wells,
and many were located on the sloping sides of hills. Most of the
wells were found to have a water depth of one meter or less. About
half of the wells had parapets of a height less than one meter above
ground level, while more than half had walls constructed with stones.
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About 77 percent of the wells had area surrounding the parapet paved
and more than half of them were found to be covered with lids, which
helps to prevent contamination.
People living in the other squatter areas that do not even have
wells have to purchase drinking water from water sellers who carry
a drum can on carts and sell it for 50 won (US $0.125) per 15 liters.
15. Latrine
The facts that 1) a very small proportion of the
squatter households possess latrines of their own, and- 2) that many
of them (60%) are making use of communal latrines shared by households
in the vicinity explain why the remaining space must be used for
latrines, which constitutes a special problem of sanitation in the
area.
Of the 214 households making use of the communal
latrines, about 53% were found to be using latrines shared by more
than five households. Each set of communal latrines consisted of two
to four compartments.
In practically all cases, latrines are pits consist-
ing of a small shed built over a shallow hole in the ground. Inte-
grated sewer systems are non-existent in most areas of Seoul, and in
practically no squatter area can one find households tied into any
type of overall sewer network. In some better homes, the toilet may
be built into the house, and in poorer areas, especially streamside
areas, latrines are built on platforms above the stream, allowing the
excrement to fall into the water.
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Removal of organic wastes, is generally accomplished
in the traditional manner of waste collection trucks that collect
organic waste (for the price of 30 won ($.08) for 18 liters) from each
individual household. About 47% of the household have access to
municipal waste collection services, while the other 51% utilize
private collection methods. In certain areas where waste collection
is impossible, either because of inaccessibility to removal trucks or
other circumstances, waste is allowed to seep into the ground and, at
certain times of the year, this situation can be the source of serious
health hazards. In other areas that are located close to stream or
river banks, where outhouses are simply built on a platform over the
water and wastes'are carried away by the stream, serious health
hazards are often caused by the pollution of the stream water.
16. Garbage and Solid Waste
The removal of solid waste and garbage is usually
carried out within the community, either by individual households
(27%) or dumped in any available public area in or around the commun-
ity, whether designated as a communal trash area (9%) or not (21%).
However, approximately a third of the households (36.9%) do have
access to municipal waste removal services.
It should be noted that because of the particular
economy of most squatter households, most trash consists of burned
out yuntan (round coal with mud brickets) brickets which, when
crushed, often can be used for land fill and soil mix. Hence, it is
common to see parcels of land on hilly sites or stream banks being
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gradually filled with these brickets which eventually create small
parcels of usable land. In some low-lying areas where the collection
of stagnant water from rains causes a serious health hazard through
the breeding of mosquitoes and the muddy soil conditions, burnt out
brickets are used for fill.
17. Needs in the Community
On a general level it is significant to note that most
of the issues mentioned by the residents, such as the need for better
health and sanitation, better community facilities, commercial facili-
ties, environmental safety, and social delinquency, have to do primarily
with problems related to collective and community needs rather than
personal needs. The fact that the greatest response tended to be seen
in relation to community needs as opposed to housing needs reflects the
fact that residents seem to consider the problem of housing to be more
of a private issue related to their own households rather than to the
community at large. This basic perception by the residents is very
important to note as it shows that for the residents, the problem of
the dwelling is an issue that relates integrally and is solveable only
through their own capacities and socio-economic status, whereas the
problems that they perceive in relation to the community at large are
primarily issues that relate to collective interests of the community,
and are beyond the realm of their own particular responsibility. Hence,
for. the residents, the dwelling unit is seen not so much as the problem
as the environment, both physical and economic in which that dwelling
is situated.
CHAPTER III
SELF-HELP INFRASTRUCTURE
I. Introduction
One of the great tragedies and ironies of our time is the world-
wide toll of suffering and death attributable to the lack of basic
sanitary facilities and services. Science and technology long have
been advanced to the point where this need not be a problem; and
indeed some of the industrialized nations have made substantial pro-
gress in this area. In contrast, many of the developing nations are
still severely plagued by the problem of inadequate sanitation. In
fact, virtually none of the large cities of the Third World yet have
been able to extend water and sewer service to all residents -- nor
is there any hope of their doing so in the near future.
In light of this problem, this paper addresses the question of
what scientific and technical methods might be, relevant and feasible
to a solution. Unfortunately, the stock answer -- i.e., the simple
quantitative provision of more and bigger versions of existing
technology -- is not acceptable. It is not acceptable because it
has not been implemented for fundamentally political and social
reasons. This being the case, technologists have tended to shy away
from the area. In their view the problem has been solved: All that
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is needed are the resources and the political will to implement
existing solutions. But if the will is not there, if the resources
are not forthcoming, can the technologist simply shrug and move on to
the next problem? Is there any further role for the technologist to
play?
This paper argues that there is. It suggests that if the re-
sources are not at hand, nor on the horizon, that then the technolo-
gical challenge (as always) is to do the job with fewer resources,
and perhaps also with a different mix of resources.
This alternative, or what I have called "the technological chal-
lenge," forms the theme of this paper. This paper identifies un-
skilled, uncoordinated, individually motivated and controlled self-
help labor as a potential resource that might be brought to bear on
the problem of the millions of urban households presently unreached
by existing municipal infrastructure. The concept of self-help labor
is one that has received fairly broad recognition through recent
acceptance by scholars in the areas of housing, following the pioneer-
ing work of John F.C. Turner. However, with respect to infrastruc-
ture, this concept is more difficult to justify and much less-well
regarded for both practical and ideological reasons that will be dis-
cussed below.
First, it will be necessary to offer a rather narrow definition
of infrastructure for the purposes of the paper, and then to view the
overall dimensions of the problem.
Infrastructure is generally defined as facilities and services
that support human settlement. It can include water provision,
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sanitary and storm sewage, electric energy, gas, solid waste dis-
posal, roads and walkways, schools, clinics, open spaces, markets,
public transit, etc. For the purposes of this paper, we will con-
centrate on water and sewage -- two related services that clearly
have the most direct and dramatic impact on human survival. The
technology associated with these services in urban settings generally
has been assumed to be the responsibility of fairly large collec-
tivities: municipalities, regions, or nations. Yet these large
collectivities have- failed to provide adequate service for urban
dwellers in their countries, while showing a systematic bias against
the poorest urban inhabitants, particularly against the millions of
squatter inhabitants.
Squatters have provided for themselves many small-scale and
"irregular" substitute elements of infrastructure, such as narrow
alleys, open sewerage drains, informal markets, etc. However, the
provision of water services has defied small-scale irregular attempts
by individual households or small clusters. This paper addresses
these problems and shows the possibilities of technical innovation
on the water service problem.
II. Importance of Water and Waste Disposal 2
Urban life cannot exist without the twin services of water supply
and waste disposal. These are functions which people cannot provide
for themselves and which are therefore the responsibility of the com-
munity authorities. The design, construction, and operation of facili-
ties for furnishing an adequate water supply and treating the resulting
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waste are sanitary engineering problems. Conventional technology con-
siders this problem to require a high degree of skill because each
phase of the problem involves the health of people and may pose an
environmental hazard.
Water supply and waste disposal should be considered as a unit.
Where there is a water supply under pressure, with inside plumbing,
waste is produced. Without proper disposal, the wastes of a community
can create an intolerable nuisance, spread disease, and reduce pro-
perty values.
The problems of community water supply and waste disposal are
the following:3
1. the collection of water from the source;
2. its treatment if necessary;
3. its transportation to the user;
4. construction of a distribution system of piping through-
out the community that will deliver water to the plumbing
system of every house;
5. collecting sewer system, reaching every house, into which
the sewage is discharged from the house plumbing systems;
6. sewer lines to transport the sewage to the point of
disposal; and
7. treatment plant to remove from the sewage the organic
and other constituents which make it a danger to health
and a potential serious nuisance.
III. Conventional Water-Supply System
The process of providing a community with water consists of the
following stages:
1. collection,
2. transmission,
3. treatment,, and
4. distribution.
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Figure 3.1 COMPONENTS OF THE WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM
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Collection: Water may be collected from a surface source (watershed
areas, lakes, rivers, rain) or from an underground source (wells,
fields, springs, infiltration galleries), or from some combination of
surface and underground sources depending on the climate, geologic
situation, and population density.
Transmission: The transmission of water from its point of collection
to the treatment plant, and from the treatment plant to a reservoir
before distribution, becomes increasingly expensive as new resources
farther from the community are tapped. Transmission lines are gen-
erally large covered channels or huge pipes over 24" in diameter.
Gravity flow systems can be used where it is possible to eliminate
the cost of pumping stations.
Treatment: The water from the source is processed through a filtra-
tion plant and emerges suitable for human consumption. The standard
steps are aeration, sedimentation, filtration, and disinfection.
Distribution: Treated water is distributed through mains, submains,
and branch lines to every street. From these pipes the water is car-
ried to individual homes by service lines. Valves are used to con-
trol the flow of water in the pipe system. Elevated tanks and stand-
pipes provide storage to meet peak needs occurring for limited times.
Meters are used to measure the volume of flow. Pressure averages of
49 psi in both mains and lines are needed.4 The cost of the distribu-
tion network is estimated to be from two-thirds to three-quarters of
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the entire construction cost of a typical community water-supply
system. 5
IV. Analysis of Conventional Water-Supply Systems
The use of a technologically sophisticated, centralized water-
supply system requires very large capital investments in plant and
equipment relative to the amount of labor needed. Thus, conventional
water-supply systems can be termed "capital intensive." Conventional
technology relative to water-supply systems has been justified by the
following arguments: Commonly it is asserted that the environment is
intrinsically shared and therefore water and waste disposal systems
must be provided as collective services, and thus must be the responsi-
bility of large collectives, such as municipal or federal governments.
In other words, even if individual households and communities are able
to improve their own conditions through self-help on a decentralized
basis, the surrounding environment will not be improved until the re-
6
maining households or communities participate in the program.
It is also asserted that substantial economies of scale can be
achieved by large-scale centralized systems that are not available to
smaller systems. Economies of scale are reflected in a lower cost
per household than is possible with smaller scale systems. This argu-
ment is a common one and has been made so often as to seem obvious.
These arguments mask the fact that the conventional, centralized
technology is not providing service to millions of households in the
developing nations of the world. While the arguments may be valid in
the context of an industrialized society, their applicability to
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developing nations is questionable. In this section, the arguments
set out above will be analyzed, with regard to the applicability of
conventional technology to developing nations.
In response to the argument of the shared environment, it can be
argued that although the environment is shared and the responsibility
for servicing it lies with the government, the government has not ful-
filled this responsibility. At present, the environment is not being
improved because of governmental default. Self-help action, no matter
on how small a scale nor how piecemeal, can improve the immediate
living environment of the households or communities involved.
The individuals' or communities' responsibility is first to sur-
vive, and then, if possible, to improve the living conditions for them-
selves and for their children. If self-help decentralized efforts can
accomplish this, they should be encouraged despite their minimal im-
pact on the total environment. Such self-initiated efforts do not
in any way preclude later municipal action. A network of decentral-
ized efforts coordinated by the government could upgrade the overall
environment as effectively as the installation of a conventional sys-
tem. Self-initiated, small-scale systems may be more appropriate to
the conditions of developing countries than conventional water/waste
technology.
The argument of the prisoners' dilemma 8 also goes against the
shared environment theory. While a conventional system (if imple-
mented) may have greater environmental benefits, it is difficult for
an individual to see the result of any input he or she makes for the
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good of the whole because it is difficult to improve the
environment along. That action may be one among thousands and
may make little difference to the overall condition. In a small
scale self-help situation, the individual is able to see direct re-
sults of his or her contribution to the community good. This leads
to greater willingness to participate in the effort.
The fallacy of the economies of scale argument is that it assumes
that the economies of scale will be achieved because the conventional
system will be installed. In fact such systems rarely reach squatter
communities and thus the economies of scale become meaningless cal-
culations. The argument also assumes a choice between conventional
and alternative technology costs. The choice is more often between
the small-scale self-help system and nothing. Innumerable examples
exist, such as that documented by Mangin 9 in Lima, Peru, where
squatters are willing to pay and do pay considerably in excess of
standard central service rates for alternative service since service
from the conventional system is not available to them.
The other fallacy of the unit-cost comparison of conventional
technology to smaller scale technology is that it is a comparison
of dissimilar items. To compare fledgling, small-scale, esoteric
technology to the well established technology used worldwide in central
water-waste systems results in a wide and self-perpetuating disparity
between the two types of systems.
The economies of scale of conventional systems are mitigated by
an array of hidden diseconomies also associated with the conventional
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technology. When these diseconomies are made explicit, the advantages
that conventional systems appear to have over smaller scale alterna-
tives become less significant, and, correspondingly, decentralized,
self-help efforts seem more viable.10
The hidden diseconomies of the conventional technology for the
provision of a water supply system include:
A. Excessively High Standards of Water Quality and Facilities
At present, most centralized systems purify all water to stan-
dards of human consumption because a small fraction must actually be
used that way. The remainder is utilized for other household functions
such as cleaning, laundry, animal consumption, etc., and require lower
levels of purity. If individual household purifiers could be used to
purify water only to the degree of purity needed, thereby purifying
most water to less than human potability, considerable cost could be
saved.
Most cost comparisons ignore this possibility, assuming that all
water must be produced to drinking standards. This ignores consider-
ation of how much greater coverage might be achieved by existing sys-
tems for the same costs if standards were lowered. Many cities in
developing countries now service half to two-thirds of their popula-
tion with potable water and the remainder with nothing. The trade-
off of greater coverage for lower standards rarely seems to have been
broached. This is particularly ironic since the poor conditions of
many pipe networks mean that by the time the purified water reaches
the household it has been contaminated by leakage into the pipes.
Individual households therefore must boil, filter or otherwise purify
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a fraction of the water up to drinking standard or buy bottled water
for drinking. However, the official goal is still to provide potable
water -- raising costs and lowering coverage. Combinations of central
service and individual purifying appliances, allowing greater coverage,
offer an area of unexploited potential.
The cost of conventional systems is raised considerably by the
standards of pipe thickness, strength of fittings, etc. that are based
largely on individual judgments of safety factors and usually prove
to be two to three times the actual strength required. Although longer
life and lower maintenance requirements are usually the result, so are
higher prices. This may be an important consideration in developing
countries where capital is scarce and labor costs low. It may be more
economic in the long run to service more people with a shorter-lived
system. Given the uncertainty of the status of the squatter areas
forty years from now, perhaps the highest priority is not to provide
systems with a certain life of fifty years.
Secondly, conventional water systems are constructed to carry
water at the pressure required for fire flow without the use of pumping
fire trucks. This requires higher quality jointing and stronger pipes,
and the higher pressure results in more leakage from the pipe network.
It has been estimated that 60% of network costs are due to over-
sizing to meet fire-flow standards. 12 Perhaps the same quality of fire
prevention service could be provided by constructing networks merely
for domestic water service and simultaneously increasing the number of
fire pumping engines. At present, many neighborhoods have pipes con-
structed to fire-flow standards, at great expense, but the water flow-
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ing through them is at insufficient pressure to meet fire protection.
This is yet another example of technological standards inappropriate
to the needs of the situation.
B. High Cost of Distribution Networks13
A third hidden diseconomy inherent in the conventional water
supply technology is the high cost of the distribution network. It
is estimated that 75% of the capital cost of the system is the pipe
network connecting points of service with each other and to the central
facility. Purifying appliances, treatment plants, and recycling units
for small clusters of households or communities could substantially
reduce the cost of pipeline connections. Recycling units on the level
of the individual households could virtually eliminate pipe network
costs. This is particularly important in the case of outlying com-
munities whose distance from the municipal system has made the cost
of extending the system to service them prohibitive.
Thus, in comparing the per-unit costs of a decentralized system with
those of a convenitional centralized system, the extra costs of the
individual purifying units are mitigated by the saving in pipeline
costs. Conversely, the economies of scale achieved the conventional
centralized treatment plants are offset by the cost of the networks.
C. Costs of Obsolescence 14
Closely related to the problems of network cost are the costs
of obsolescence. In Seoul, Korea, for example, twice as much water
is purified as is used. Fully half of the pure water leaks from the
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obsolete pipe system before reaching the users. To repair or replace
the pipe network (built around 1900 for a much smaller population
with different water needs) would be so costly and difficult that the
city prefers to purify more than an extra half million tons of water
daily at significant wasted expense and water. A decentralized system
could be established in presently unserviced areas that would not per-
petuate the obsolescence of the old system. Again, this category of
cost should be included in any comparative analysis of conventional
and alternative technologies, and may significantly offset some of
the economies of scale of the conventional technology.
D. Problem of Large Increments 15
The economies achieved by large-scale systems also may be off-
set by the problem of large increments. For example, additions to
a metropolitan water supply system are typically measured in incre-
ments of thousands or tens of thousands of new users. Yet obviously
demand grows more smoothly, resulting in a substantial disparity be-
tween capacity, which grows as a step function, and demand, which
grows as a relatively smooth function. The result of this disparity
is necessarily a condition of overcapacity and/or undercapacity --
both of which represent diseconomies as illustrated.
The cost of overcapacity in the United States has been -estimated
by Richard Weinstein to be 23% for capital costs and 15% for operating
costs. These are the costs that would not accrue to a system which
could grow in small increments, closely keeping pace with demand.
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Whereas the monetary costs of overcapacity can be computed fairly
directly, the costs of undercapacity are usually imputed and there-
fore can only be crudely estimated. The worldwide consequences of
urdercapacity as expressed in terms of human suffering, disease, death,
and pollution defy monetary translation but are enormous. Since de-
centralized systems would allow incrementally expandable water and
waste service, these costs would be significantly reduced. This must
be considered in comparative cost calculations between large and small -
scale systems.
A corollary to the problem of large increments is that of invest-
ment inertia, particularly in developing countries. Since current
technology requires that the system be expanded in large increments,
the capital required for expansion is enormous. In a capital-scarce
situation,this results in frequent postponement of water and sanitary
projects in favor of smaller, more manageable investments with higher
rates of return. The example of Seoul's outdated pipe system cited
above is a dramatic example of investment inertia -- to dig up and up-
grade or replace the existing pipe system would be so costly that the
investment repeatedly has been deferred.
The universally difficult decision as to when, where, and how
much to invest in infrastructure is further complicated by investment
lag time, forecasting uncertainty, unreliability of statistics and
demand forecasts, etc. These difficulties grow with the size and pro-
jlcted life of the system and add to the problems of trying to meet
small demand increases with large capacity increments. The capital
requirements of conventional technology not only results in investment
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inertia on the part of government but also make self-help installation
of service an impossibility. Decentralized, small-scale systems would
be better able to meet demand incrementally thus reducing investment
problems and the costs of inadequate planning.
E. Costs of Installation of Rigid Networks
The conventional. water-waste technology is characterized by an
hierarchical grid of rigid pipe. The imposition of such a grid on the
often chaotic and dense pattern of settlement in squatter areas implies
destruction of a large percentage of the dwellings. If compensation
is offered the procedure becomes extremely costly. Whether or not
compensation is offered, destruction and dislocation at this scale
will inevitably incur substantial social and political costs. This
problem would be greatly mitigated by the use of small scale flexible
systems. The costs of compensation and/or dislocation must be included
in comparative calculations of technology costs.
This problem is most acute in the servicing of existing settle-
ments. However, even in servicing new settlements, freedom from the
constraint of a rigid grid would allow considerably greater flexi-
bility in lay-out and expansion. For example, it would be possible
to have lot size and shape conform to the needs and uses of the resi-
dents, rather than dictating long narrow lots to maximize pipe connec-
tions.
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F. Costs of Servicing Marginal Land 18
The marginal land upon which most squatter settlements have
been forced to develop (usually available because conventional develop-
ment has bypassed it as unbuildable, undesirable land due to conditions
of steep slope, poor drainage, or distance from city center) implies
exceptionally high costs for the installation of underground mains
and pipelines. In most cases the high costs of extending pipes, con-
structing the necessary pumping stations, etc. simply reinforces gov-
ernment inaction. This is a clear example of allowing the limitations
of conventional technology to constrain possible solutions. Although
the cost of servicing marginal land with conventional technology may
be prohibitive, small scale self-help systems are able to provide
service to such areas. The costs (although prohibitive) of conven-
tional technology in such a situation must be considered in cost com-
parisons, offsetting the apparent cost disadvantages of smaller scale
alternative systems.
The extra costs of servicing marginal land should also be con-
sidered in developing future settlement policies. Recognizing the
inevitability of spontaneous settlement in the future, governments
should set aside serviceable land to avoid future problems with
settled marginal land. Infrastructure need not be laid out in advance
of settlement, but, as a minimum, allowance should be made for future
service systems.
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G. Failure to Tap Abundant Resources 19
The installation of conventional technology in developing
countries has, for the most part, emulated the capital intensive
approach of industrialized nations despite the substantial pools of
unemployed and underemployed labor. It has been argued that to use
a labor-intensive technology would be inefficient; that it is better
to keep the goals of "public works" and "welfare" separate, rather
than providing employment through labor-intensive public works. I
would argue that, overall, a labor..intensive public works program
represents a better expenditure of resources for most developing
nations. While "more expensive"than the capital-intensive solution
in direct monetary terms,it also provides employment thus lessening or eliminating the need
for welfare payments.
Labor-intensive technology has the following advantages over
capital-intensive technology in developing countries:
1. Foreign exchange capital is released for vital imports
rather than being used to purchase imports for which local labor
could be substituted.
2.. Employment is provided in a society of high unemployment,
allowing money that would otherwise have been spent overseas on tech-
nical assistance or equipment to recirculate in the economy.
H. Lack of Control Over Facilities20
One cannot ignore the importance of direct control over faci-
lities relating directly to health and survival. For example, one
could perhaps show substantial economies of scale if all household
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food were stored in a centralized cold storage locker rather than in
individual home refrigerators. However, the loss of personal control
and of convenience of access generally would be considered unacceptable
despite the lower cost. Such lack of control is virtually taken for
granted in the case of conventional water supply systems. It is sug-
gested here that control over critical facilities and services is im-
portant to squatter households and should be considered in comparing
large- and small-scale systems.
Summary
The complexity of conventional technology for the provision of
water and waste disposal services, the diseconomies of scale apparent
in its application to squatter areas, and the appalling record of gov-
ernment default in providing water and waste disposal service make
clear the need for alternative means by which households and communi-
ties may provide their own water and waste disposal service if neces-
sary. Unfortunately, citizens tend to inhibit enactment of water/
waste programs. The reasons are complex but may include the following: 21
1.. Effective sewage treatment is very expensive.
2. People generally are unwilling to pay for improving a
resource someone else will use.
3. An effective regional program is almost impossible because
of the complex legal and jurisdictional conflicts existing
between cities, counties, provinces, and national govern-
ments, and the private sector.
4. Most people give short-term economic considerations a
higher priority than rLgional water management, long-term
ecological values, and aesthetics.
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Thus, the quality and quantity of a major biological requirement --
water -- strongly reflects the social, political, and economic char-
acteristics of the urban ecosystem and usually includes interaction
between cities. Similarly, cultural backgrounds affect the amount
and suitability of the other substances that are available to fulfill
the biological requirements of urban dwellers.
V. Alternatives to the Conventional Water-Supply System
A. Need for Alternative TechnoloQy
The "squatter housing problem" is actually not a housing prob-
lem at all but rather a problem of fundamental sanitation -- the pro-
vision of an adequate supply of potable water and a satisfactory sys-
tem for the disposal of human wastes. Millions of households remain
without service as the result of the current technological and poli-
tical constraints:
- the high cost and capital requirements of conventional
technology;
- the physical inflexibility of present technology;
- the default of government; and
- the inapplicability of self-help techniques to the present
situation.
There is a clear mismatch between the needs of the present situation
and the technological solutions commonly suggested. If squatter
households are ever to receive service, it will be necessary to broaden
the range of technological alternatives by which water and waste dis-
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posal service may be provided.
Of all the areas of building technology, the most established,
most heavily capitalized, and the least responsive to the changing
needs of society is the technology used to provide site services and
utilities. To receive these services, a community must adapt itself
to the requirements of the technology. Straight streets, regular
slopes, and public ways of sufficient width to accommodate contruction,
maintenance, and service vehicles all characterize an area serviced
by modern utilities.
The standard response to the urban problems of developing coun-
tries has been to apply conventional technology from industrialized
countries. As described earlier, this system is generally character-
ized by lines and networks. The system is large and expensive and can
service many units from the same central treatment facility. Such a
system requires a high degree of social and technical organization
and a tremendous initial capital investment. Even under favorable
conditions, a conventional system is expensive to install and operate.
In a typical squatter area, with irregular settlement patterns,
scarce resources, and lack of government commitment, such a system
is prohibitively costly.
A recent study of Swedish municipalities (1972) indicated per
capita investment in utilities of approximately US $600;22 in British
new towns the equivalent cost is about US $500.23The World Bank has
estimated the cost of water supply and water-borne sewage systems at
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about US $200 per person.* Tanzania, typical of developing nations,
spends no more than US $8 per u.rban resident for infrastructure24 It
is evident that the total capital requirement for water and waste sys-
tems using conventional western technology greatly exceeds the re-
sources available in developing countries. Even if the total net
savings of a nation were used to provide the urban population with
utilities of such standards, in most nations the funds would be insuf-
ficient. Even if a country's national. finances could afford such an
expense, it is possible that existent water resources would not be
sufficient to allow every urban household to be serviced with conven-
tional systems.
Fortunately, conventional technology is not the only way to meet
the needs of urban households for service.**
*The World Bank's $200 estimate seems unrealistically low, however
it is important to realize that since water and sewer services are
installed per household, rather than per capita, the per capita costs
will be higher in countries such as Sweden and Great Britain where
the average household is smaller than in most developing countries.
**Throughout this discussion of alternative technology it should be
clear that the abandonment of conventional water/waste technology is
not being suggested, but rather that a more complete range of alter-
native technologies should be available. It is important to continue
to urge governments to make efforts to provide squatters with ser-
vices using conventional technology and to allow and encourage self-
help efforts to link squatter communities into the municipal service
systems. Efforts such as those described in Chapter IV substantially
improve the conditions of individual squatter areas. The point made
here is simply that in most nations the conventional municipal sys-
tems will never be extended to all urban households either by govern-
ment or self-help efforts -- the necessary resources simply do not
exist. If more than a small percentage of urban households are ever
to be serviced alternative technological solutions must be found.
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This point is basic but difficult to keep in mind -- we have become
so accustomed to the conventional way of meeting water and waste
needs that it is difficult to separate the problem from the conven-
tional solution. Instead we continue to be dictated by the demand
and constraints of the conventional technology; rather than seeking
alternative means of waste disposal, we are distressed by the diffi-
culty of laying sewer pipes in densely settled areas. Within the
physical, economic, and political constraints of conventional tech-
nology, the problem is insoluble. If solutions are to be found, new
technologies must be developed.
In the area of housing, an "intermediate" technology has de-
veloped which is an urban adaptation of the rural building tradition
involving a range of choice of materials, components, and technical
solutions. Millions of dwellings around the world have been built
by this hybrid of the traditional and modern sectors. Squatters have
adapted the traditional building technology to use the materials
available in the urban environment -- flattened tin sheets, scrap
material, etc. -- resulting in a cheap and flexible intermediate tech-
nology.
In the area of water/waste systems, theequivalent mix of tra-
ditional and modern technology does not exist. Urban homebuilders
are forced to choose between archaic traditional systems, wells and
pit latrines, and modern systems, piped water supply and sewage col.
lection networks and treatment plants. Since the modern system is
rarely available to residents of squatter areas, they are forced
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to rely on the traditional systems. These systems of water supply
and waste disposal, which evolved in pre-industrial society and in
rural areas, do not function effectively in residential areas of
modern cities due to high population densities and the breakdown of
traditional organization patterns.
Winblad has portrayed the present situation as follows:
Per Capita
Investment
"Modern" Technology
"Intermediate" Technology
"Traditional" Technology
Population Density
Figure 3-2
Range of Technology Effectiveness and Cost
Based upon Diagram #4 in Uno Winblad, Scan Plan.
The development of intermediate technology utility systems to fill the
gap between modern and traditional technologies is essential if the
current trend of steadily deteriorating urban conditions is to be re-
versed. Little has been done in this direction. Work in the area
of water supply and waste disposal has focussed primarily on the needs
of rural areas. While much of this could be applicable or adaptable
to the needs of urban communities, the effort to make this transfer-
ence has not been made.
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What is needed is not so much a "technological breakthrough"
but rather an effort to imaginatively reconsider the applicability
or adaptability of existing technologies to the needs of presently
unserviced areas. The time has come to put aside the constraints
of the conventional technology, to consider explicitly the demands
placed on any system which is able to service squatter areas, and
then. to describe existing systems that have some or all of the char-
acteristics necessary to meet these demands. At best the result
will be a range of possible solutions; at worst, we will have a more
explicit understanding of the type of technology that must be de-
veloped.
B. Technology Characteristics
A necessary step toward developing alternative means for pro-
vision of water and waste disposal services is to state explicitly
the characteristics which such service systems must have. It is im-
portant to keep in mind that the term "squatter settlement" covers
a wide range of situations -- some of these are arid, some have over-
abundant water supplies; some cling precariously to steep hillsides,
while others are built on flat plains; some are incredibly dense,
others relatively less so; some are peripheral, others located at
the cities' centers. The.relative importance of each of the points
discussed below will vary depending on the particular conditions of
the settlement needing service. Some characteristics will be more
universally important than others. The governing image should be
the need to develop a range of possible solutions.
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There are six types of characteristics that are important in the
performance of water/waste systems, most of which are lacking in the
conventional technology making it unable to meet the needs of squatter
settlements. These are (1) physical characteristics, (2) cost, (3)
socio-cultural characteristics, (4) environmental characteristics,
(5) ability to meet health standards, and (6) technical complexity.
1. Physical Characteristics 25
a. Flexibility: The system must be sufficiently flexible
to be installed in the dense settlement patterns of existing squatter
settlements with a minimum dislocation of existing dwellings. Flexi-
bility is also essential in order to service marginal land on which
many squatter settlements have developed. Such conditions suggest
the use of non-network systems wherever possible.
b. Incremental expansion: The system should be capable
of expansion in small increments in the same manner as the settlement
itself expands. This would allow service to expand gradually in re-
sponse to demand, reducing the costs of undercapacity.
c. Scale: The system should allow households and small
groups to meet their own needs even in the face of government default
and/or disorganization within the larger community. This implies a
small-scale, self-sufficient system.
d. Self-sufficiency: The ability of the system to oper-
ate self-sufficiently would also permit service to peripheral com-
munities. These communities are presently unserviced because their
distance from the city center, resulting in 'extremely high costs to
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connect them into the network of the municipal system. A self-
sufficient system also would allow service to central city communi-
ties in municipalities unable or unwilling to expand service.
2. Cost26
a. Capital: The initial investment required for construc-
tion should be compatible with the resources of the group contemplat-
ing the investment: national or municipal governments, communities,
or households.
b. Operating costs: The ongoing operating costs and life
of the system should also be compatible with the resources of the users
and the expected demand over time.
3. Socio-cultural Characteristics 27
a. Cultural compatibility: Methods of water distribution
(household taps vs. communal taps) and waste collection and treatment
should be compatible with the local culture and religious practices.
b. Nuisance factor: Waste water and human waste must be
disposed of in a manner that keeps odor and unsightly conditions to
a minimum.
c. Organization: The implementation of the system should
not demand a level of social or political organization not already
present or easily attainable by the community in question.
4. Environmental Characteristics28
a. Resource conservation: The system should conserve re-
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sources to the greatest extent practical, including conservation of
water, use of local renewable resources for construction and mainten-
ance of the system, and use of local labor.
b. Ecological balance: The system should disturb the
natural balance of the ecosystem as little as possible.
5. Health29
a. Water quality: The system should provide water of suf-
ficiently high quality to be consumed by humans, although all water in
the system need not be of this quality.
b. Waste disposal: Waste disposal, particularly the dis-
posal of human feces, must be achieved in such a way as to prevent the
spread of disease. This means specifically that contact of human
waste with water, soil, animals, insects, or humans should be as re-
stricted as possible.
6. Technical Complexity 30
a. Imported vs. indigenous technology: As far as possible,
traditional methods (or adaptations of these methods) should be used,
as this eliminates the need to overcome cultural barriers to sell a
new, foreign technology. The decision to use an imported technology
usually involves the hiring of foreign consultants, foreign techni-
cians, etc. at great expense of scarce resources.
b. Servicing and maintenance requirements: The system
should have minimal requirements for servicing and maintenance --
both in terms of technical expertise and specialized parts. Skills
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and materials required to operate the system should be found in the
environment in which it is to be used.
c. Suitability of self-help: A specific application of
the previous point is the ability of the users to install and operate
the system with a minimum of outside assistance. This is a critical
characteristic in the many nations where it is clear that outside help
will not be forthcoming in the near future.
The primary goal of the research for technologies with these char-
acteristics is the provision of water and sanitary services to all
urban households, particularly the squatter areas of developing coun-
tries. Other goals are to achieve (a) lower per capita costs,
(b) conservation and more balanced use of water, labor, and other
natural resources, and (c) greater control for individual households
or communities over services essential to their wellbeing.
The focus of a search for suitable water and waste disposal sys-
tems should be on the development of intermediate technology appropri-
ate for installation on the household or community scale. The issues
of scale, cost, and resource conservation all suggest consideration of
non-network systems, non-water-borne waste systems, and recycling of
waste-water for household re-use.
The low-cost systems to be described in this chapter have the
characteristics listed above in varying degrees. They all have the
potential to contribute to the provision of service to presently unser-
viced squatter areas, however some may be more appropriate in some
situations than others. Although the focus is on low-cost systems,
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some experimental technologies whose present high cost precludes their
use in developing countries are included on the assumption that sim-
pler, cheaper adaptations can be developed if a market appears to
exist. The purpose of this section is to set out the issues raised
in choice of technology and display the range of existing technology
and ways in which it might be organized to meet the needs of unser-
viced households and communities.
Efforts to provide service to squatter areas have almost always
focussed on the provision of water. The importance of water to human
existence is clear and indisputable. The role of water in reducing
disease is accepted. The provision of waste collection systems lags
far behind the provision of water systems. This is unfortunate since,
while a family can carry in bottled water if necessary, individual
waste disposal systems have not, in the past, provided the same flexi-
bility of solution. One way or another most families have managed to
obtain water; most of these same households at present do not have any
more than the most primitive means of waste disposal.
For this reason the considerations of the technology choice for
water systems and waste disposal systems are quite different. The
focus of the first is on the re-organization of existing systems in
order to provide wider coverage at lower cost and more efficient use
of resources. On the other hand, in discussing waste disposal sys-
tems, the focus is on new systems that may allow provision of service
where none now exists.
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C. Water Service Systems
The choices in water supply systems involve the reorganiza-
tion and incremental change of existing technology, and the accept-
ance of these changes by the governments and communities involved.
The main issues raised here are:
1. Should water be provided by pipe network or by non-network
means?
2. To what degree, and at what point in the process should the
water be purified?
3. What is the potential for recycling water for household re-
use?
4. What level of initial investment and operating costs can
the users afford? How can user fees be set to encourage
both conservation and more equitable distribution of water?
The answers to these questions will differ according to the par-
ticular circumstances of the individual municipality and community.
Climate, economic resources, and the attitude of the government will
be important determinants of the decision to be made. It is important
that there be recognition that in many situations the conventional
technology for water provision is not the most appropriate choice;
that different circumstances elicit different responses. This is en-
tirely logical and does not imply compromise in quality or acceptance
of second class status.
1. Non-Network Alternatives
The costs of networks, the water lost through leakage in
the distribution system, and the loss of community control through
dependence on a central facility have all been- discussed elsewhere.
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There are two major alternatives to network systems: delivery of water
(by truck or cart) and recycling of water for re-use. Both of these
may occur at either the household or community level.
Delivery of water may be by truck or some more primitive form of
transportation such as an ox or donkey cart: A road network is re-
quired for delivery. Water may be transported in tanks (either a
tanker truck or cart) to be delivered into a household or community
water tank, or it may be packaged in bottles or barrels for delivery
to local vendors or directly to users. Water delivered to a community
tank may either be used there, from a standpipe, or may be connected
by a local pipe network to the individual households. The latter ar-
rangement may be installed by the community and can later be hooked
into the municipal system if such an arrangement seems desirable.
The technology for recycling water at the household or community
level has been considered beyond the price range of squatters. How-
ever, the savings in network costs, lower technology costs (as the
system becomes more widely used in developed countries) and conservation
of water make recycling an important alternative. Specific alternative
systems will be described in the discussion of water waste systems.
Recycling systems would require "topping off" (periodic replacement
of water lost) that could be accomplished by truck delivery of water
or collection of rain water.
2. Purification Alternatives
If water is provided by a municipal pipe system the possi-
bility-of purification at the household or community level rather than
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at the treatment plant should be considered. This would remove the
present problem caused by leakage into the distribution system, intro-
ducing impurities. The needed purification might be achieved by chlor-
ination of the water in the community tank or by attachment of purifi-
cation devices to the water faucet in each household. Such a device
has been developed in Switzerland and sells for under US $10.31
The possibility of only purifying to potable standards that
water actually to be consumed should be considered. This may raise
problems of confusion between pure and impure water and a resulting
rise in disease. Drinking water should be as easily available,
either from the tap or a bottle, as less pure water. The cost of puri-
fication is not sufficiently great to be worth increased illness among
users by its reduction. If flush toilets are to be installed, use of
lower grade water for only this purpose may be considered.
3. Recycling
As mentioned in (1) above, recycling systems suggest a
means of conserving water, eliminating network costs, and allowing
almost complete user control. A number of possible systems are des-
cribed in a following section on water producing techniques.
4. Cost
Clearly the $600 per household minimum cost for water
systems is out of the range of squatter communities and of the eco-
nomies of most developing countries. The use of self-help and labor-
intensive technologies will help substantially to cut the cost, as .
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will the elimination of networks and imported construction parts.
Planning should be based on the resources of the users, and not on
specifications used in industrialized societies. The resources of
the users -- their willingness to pay for service and their willing-
ness to participate in the construction of the service systems --
should not be underestimated. Incremental systems constructed with
self-help should become an accepted means of providing service and
should be encouraged by the government.
Decisions in each of these areas are largely dependent on the
individual situation and the waste disposal technology to be used.
For example, if water-borne waste disposal systems continue to be
prevalent, a much larger volume of water will be required than would
be necessary with a non-water-borne system. Each system, or mix of
systems, should be considered in terms of the characteristics set
out previously: physical flexibility, costs, cultural compatibility,
technical complexity, and health standards.
VI. Review of Potable Water Producing Techniques 32
A. Multiple Effect Distillation
This method reuses heat as many times as possible. The
plant consists of evaporation condensers with submerged tubes mounted
in series. Many such land plants with three stages are in use (e.g.,
Kuwait, 1950); some have six stages (Aruba and the Dutch Antilles);
and some have eight (the Bahamas). The number of stages determines
the thermal efficiency, which is expressed by the gained output
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ratio, the ratio of the distillate to that of the steam required.
Any plant involves a compromise between fuel cost and capital depre-
ciation. Experts estimate that an ideal plant would have between
ten and twenty stages, however, problems with scaling by calcium and
magnesium salts have not been resolved.
B. Ion-Exchange Resins
The principle here is that a cation-exchange resin, Rc, treated
with an acid (HCl or H2SO4) takes up H+ ions and becomes (Rc(H))+;
an anion-exchange resin, Ra,treated with a base (NaOH or Na2CO3) takes
up OH~ ions and becomes (Ra(OH))~. An ion-exchange resin is a polymer
with a recticulate structure bearing ionized groups. The resin swells
in contact with water, which allows the ions to attach themselves to
these groups; the resin is also permeable to ions with signs that are the
reverse of those of its ionized groups. An acid ion-exchange resin
is used for cations and a basic one for anions. Desalting requires a
powerful exchanger, e.g., a strongly acid cationic exchanger followed
by a weakly anionic one. A cationic resin is regenerated with acids;
an anionic one, with bases. This process has been used on a small
scale in Algeria. Three polystyrene bottles are used; the first con-
tains 25 liters (5.3 gallons) of cationic resin; the second, 25 liters
of weakly basic anionic resin; the third, 25 liters of moderately
basic anionic resin. The water must not contain more than 5 g/liter
(about 1 oz. per gallon) of salts (brackish water, not seawater).
500 to 600 liters of fresh water per day may be obtained at a cost
of 5 to 8 dollars per gallon, which is not an 'economic price.
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C. Distillation by Multiple-Stage Flash Evaporation
This principle is used in four-stage units in Kuwait on the
Persian Gulf. Hot water runs through the plant from top to bottom;
each unit can produce two and a half million liters (520,000 gallons)
per day. Three units of this type have been in use in Kuwait since
1957.
D. Distillation by Flash Evaporation Using Slight Differences
in Temperature
This system uses energy obtained from existing temperature
differences instead of from fuel. It is only of interest in areas
where there is a temperature difference like that, for example, be-
tween the surface and the depths of the sea. The method was used
for the Abidajan project in the Ivory Coast, which was a costly
failure.
E. Reverse Osmosis
Some experiments in the United States have been aimed at
eliminating unwanted ions from sea-water by mechanical filtration.
The osmotic membranes have to withstand great pressure and to pass
the water without the unwanted ions. The early cellulose acetate
membranes gave poor results, but research staff at the University of
California are continuing the tests in the hope that synthetic mem-
branes will be successful.
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F. Freezing
This method resembles (A) Multiple Effect Distillation in using
a heat-pump; the compression process operates on water-vapor, and the
vapor is used as a refrigerant in the freezing process. Initially, the
process is more expensive than the previous one. An experimental plant
has been built by the Carrier Corporation of Syracuse, New York. A
counter-current washing cycle is combined with a direct freezing cycle,
which uses water-vapor as the main refrigerant. Chilled and de-aerated
sea-water is introduced into the freezing chamber. Part of the water
evaporates instantly, which absorbs heat and produces ice crystals. The
vapor is drawn off by a refrigerated condenser, and the resulting heat
is used to melt the purified ice and the brine is pumped away. This
system requires extensive power and initial investment is high. A
plant producing 100 tons (22,000 gallons) per day involves an invest-
metn of about $2.15 per gallon per day; and the power consumption is
around four kilowatts.
G. Electrodialysis
Electrodialysis via selective membranes is based on the well-
known fact that ions carry an electric current in a solution. A
direct current transports the ions to the electrodes, where they form
a deposit. The unwanted salts are carried away by the ionized water.
Ion transport employs a cell containing plastic ion-exchange mem-
branes about 0.01 mm thick, which are permeable in water. An
electrode is placed at each end of the assembly and a bank of a hun-
dred cells is used. The first cell is supplied with brine; the ions
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travel towards the anode or the cathode, but their movement is re-
stricted by the type of membrane. The liquid leaving the last com-
partments is far less saline, while that from the others is far
more so. Many designs employ this principle. The yield is good but
the price is still high. The difficulties lie in producing a mem-
brane that will process sea-water directly, and in avoiding scaling.
H. Solar Distillation
Solar distillation is a particularly attractive method, because
the energy is free. Numerous trials have been made in Australia,
Japan, Kenya, Iran, Cyprus, and the United States; and the subject
has been discussed at many international conferences. The basic
problem is to collect the solar energy. Simply flat collectors can col-
lect 800 watt/sq. meter at mid-day, with a daily total of 4 kilowatt-
hours in winter and 6 kilowatt-hours in summer if the energy is col-
lected at temperatures of between 30* C. and 50* C. (800 to 122*F.).
The structures that are needed to maintain these difficulties
that would prove impractical and unusable. The output is low. A
plant of greenhouse type provides straight distillation with a con-
version efficiency of about 60% for water temperatures between 600
and 80* C. (140* and 176* F.).
Summary
Summaries concerning the various processes and initial costs
show distillation is still the most frequently used industrial method;
in 1960 the Kuwait government had a plant producing over 6 million
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gallons of desalted water per day, while another 1 million gallons per
day were being similary produced there by an oil company. Electrodia-
lysis consumes power proportional to the salt content of the water; and
brackish water costs less to desalt than sea-water. The freezing pro-
cess is in the pilot-plant stage, and solar distillation has nothing to
offer on an industrial scale yet. However, on a small-scale, solar dis-
tillation provides drinking water for a household from any saline or
brackish water in the most economical way for a household or a small
community.
In the remaining part of this chapter, I will focus on the solar
distillation and propose a version of a solar distillation with a rain.
collection unit for the squatter settlements in developing countries.
First, the theory of the solar still and economies of its use will be
discussed, and then current works in this field will be cited and sum-
marized.
VII. Solar-Still
A. Theory of Solar-Still
The operational theory of a solar still is simple in princi-
ple. It involves a-great many factors that George Lof developed. Lof 33
has long been associated with the development of solar distillation. A
summary of the most important energy exchange mechanisms is given in
Figure 3-3.
1. Direct solar radiation
2. Diffuse solar radiation
3. Thermal radiation .
4. Absorbed solar radiation
5. Radiation absorbed by cover and contaminated water
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6. Convection
7. Conduction through cover and bottom (still basin)
8. Radiation reflected from cover, water and bottom
9. Latent heat of water vapor
10. Leakage losses
11. Condensate film
Figure 3-3 Energy Flow Diagram of a Greenhouse Type Solar Still
(8) Numbers refer to
8 factors listedabove.
(63) (2)
(5) \7
(11 (3) (0
(5)0
4 )7
(7) I I
(Adopted from F. Daniel, Direct Use of the Sun's Energy, p. 168.)
To heat 1 gram or I cc of water from 20*C. to 50*C. and evapor-
ate it requires over 500 calories of heat. 34
On a bright sunny day about 500 cal of solar radiation strike
1 cm2 of a horizontal surface (500 langleys per day).35 If 100 per
cent of this heat were used in evaporation it would be theoretically
possible to distill a layer of water 1 cm or 0.4 inch thick.36The ef-
ficiency of the solar still is measured by the amount of the water
produced in 1 cm divided by 100 (e.g., a solar still with an efficiency
of 35 per cent would distill 3.5 mm or 0.14 inch of distilled water
per one square centimeter).
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The limiting factor in the production of solar distilled water
is the intensity of solar radiation. The rate of diffusion of
water from the basin through the stagnant air films to the cover is
an important factor. It is necessary to have a large difference in
pressure between the contaminated water and the condensing water under
the colder roof.
B. Economy of Solar-still
Water is sold in many parts of the world for a few cents per
thousand gallons. Conventional methods of obtaining potable water
are currently cheaper than solar distillation methods, particularly in
large quantities. For small family requirements of a few gallons per
day, it is not reasonable to expect very low costs by any method, and
hence solar distillation is acceptable. In quantities of about one
thousand gallons per day, solar distillation is possible at a cost
of two dollars per one thousand gallons.37
Solar distillation has the advantages of low operating cost and
conserving the world's supply of fossil fuel. So far, it has the
disadvantage of requiring a large area of land for large-scale produc-
tion. Flat land is usually selected, but barren hills sloping south
can be adopted for use by employing tilted evaporating wicks.
The foremost economic difficulty with some solar stills lies
in their high capital investment and short life. Longer life and
higher efficiency are necessary for lower costs. A longer life of up
38to 50 years may be expected with a deep-basin still made of concrete,
glass, and asphalt. The mechanical equipment is very simple and will
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not wear out as boilers and compression engines do. The first large
solar still in Northern Chile, which operated for 36 years, was built
by Carlos Wilson in 1872 for mine workers. This sun-operated distil-
ling plant, covering 51,000 square feet of land with a wooden structure
and a glass cover, produced 6,000 gallons of fresh water from the con-
taminated water each day.39
There are places in the world where water has to be brought by
ox-cart over rough roads at a cost of many dollars per 1,000 gallons.
In Inchon Harbor, Korea, the islands are serviced with fresh water by
tank boats. On the east coast of Africa certain fisheries require
fresh water which is brought in by ships. In the inter-
ior of Australia 40there are areas used for sheep which require up to
200 gallons per day, but the water is brackish. The sheep could toler-
ate the water if it was diluted with an equal volume of distilled
water. But transportation is difficult and fuels are very expensive.
Fresh water is transported in trucks in Spain and western Mexico
and elsewhere at a cost of $2 to $6 per 1,000 gallons.41 Solar dis-
tillation is a definite hope in situations like these and in Korea.
C. Review of Existing Systems
Current technology for water/waste systems do not fulfill
the criteria in the previous section of this chapter. The urban condi-
tions in developing countries today may make it necessary to alter
the performance criteria on some points, but first it is necessary to
investigate whether any known system could be developed to fulfill
all the criteria.
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1. Shallow black evaporating pan covered by sloping
glass sheets 42
(1) Glass sheets cover
(2) Fresh water collect-
ing trough
(3) Water inlet
(4) Brine to waste
3 (5) Insulation
5) (2)
Figure 3-4 Shallow Black Evaporating Pan Covered by
Sloping Glass Sheets
This type of solar evaporator is the only one ever
used commercially. Four feet wide, and several hundred feet in
length, the pan may be built of a variety of materials, such as wood,
sheet metal, and concrete. Brackish water fed at one end is slowly
vaporized into the air enclosed in the unit, and unevaporated brine
overflows at the opposite end. Moisture condenses from the air on
the sloping glass covers and collects in channels at the bottom edges
of glass. Equilibrium water temperature in the unit, when at maxi-
mum solar incidence, is about 150 0F.
2. Shallow black evaporating pan with one sloping cover
and one or two reflecting surfaces 43
Figure 3- 5 (6 (1) Glass in wood frames(2) Distilled water collecting
trough
(3) Water inlet
(4) Brine to waste
(1) (5) Polished reflector
in /(6) Optional reflector
(4)
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This is a modification in the fundamental design
(1) for intensifying the solar energy on the horizontal evaporation
pan, particuarly at high latitudes. The net result is an increase in
the effective evaporating pan area without a proportionate increase
in cost.
3. Single-effect evaporation in any of the simple dis-
tillers described in (1) and (2) above, modified so
that the vapor-laden air is circulated to an external
water-cooled condenser 44
Solar - (i - --
still --
Ar Condenser
(4) 1 Blo er 
(3
(5) ''(1) Vapor
(2) Contaminated water
(3) Distilled water
(4) Brine to waste
Figure 3-6 (5) Warmed water inlet
The above illustration shows a modification of type (1),
incorporating an air circulation system and an external condenser.
4. Tubular glass unit containing horizontal black evapor-
tray 4b
(1) Water inlet
Figure 3-7 (2) Distilled water
(1) (3) Brine to waste
(4) Metal or plastic tray (black)
- 4) .(5) Spacers
(5)
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The operation of a tubular glass unit is identical with that of a
glass covered flat pan, but there is a greater proportion of con-
denser surface in this tubular type.
5. Tubular, inflated or reinforced thin plastic envelop
containing separate horizontal black tray, with or
without porous evaporating pad 46
Figure 3-8
(2) (1) Water inlet
(1) (2) Thin plastic tube
(8) (3) Reinforced spiral wire4) Tray support
5) Distilled water
(3) (6) Brine to waste
(6) (7) Black porous wick
(8) Plastic tray
(5)
It is like (4) except of different material. Plastic
stills have advantages over glass stills in that they are cheaper,
less breakable, lighter in weight for transportation, and easier to
set up and mount. They have the disadvantages of shorter life and
condensation of the water in drops rather than as a smooth film.
These droplets scatter and reflect part of the incoming sunlight.
Moreover, some of the droplets fall back into the tray of brackish
water before they can run down to the troughs, particularly when the
plastic roof is whipped by the wind.
6. Single-effect evaporation in double tubular inflated
plastic unit -47
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(9) (1)
(3) (2)(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(7)
In this design of Daniels and Herlihy, dyed saline
water is supplied to the inside plastic tube. It is partially evapor-
ated by solar energy absorption into a stream of air circulating
through or over the water. Condensation takes place in an external,
salt-water cooled condenser. The air is recirculated by a blower,
and a part of the warmed saline water is - supplied to the evapor-
ator. Unevaporated brine and the balance of the condenser coolant
go to waste. The external plastic tube serves to insulate the unit
and increase its efficiency.
Another form of this still involves a black metal inner tube,
thereby eliminating .the need for adding a dye to the water.
Fig. 3-10
(6)
7. Rigid plastic an and cover, with black evaporating
wick 48
(1) Clear plastic extrusion
(2) Heavy black wick saturated
with salt water
(3) Salt water
(4) Fresh water
5 (5) Condensated water vapor
(6) Evaporation cools this
t Ah N side
Clear outer tube (in-
flated with air)
Inner absorption tube
Ai r
Recycled air
Condenser
Separator
Distilled water
Salt water with black
dye
Vapor laden air trap
Concentrate
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This design is suggested by Bjorksten. A rigid, ex-
truded, clear plastic (such as lucite, plexiglass) unit of one foot
width and unlimited length is exposed to the sun so that under the
plastic cover, solar absorption takes place in a black cloth saturated
with saline water. Partial evaporation into the air space and conden-
sation of vapor on the cooler wall result. Some of the unevaporated
saline water diffusing along the exposed portion of the cloth vapor-
izes into the atmosphere to provide additional cooling of the conden-
ser surface; the final unevaporated brine drips from the end of the
cloth.
8. Globular, floating, inflated plastic still with porous
black evaporating pad 49
2) (3) (1) Plastic bubble
(6) (2) Vapor(3) Pad supports
(4) Collector
(5) Fresh water
(4) (6) Black pad (saturated with sea-
Fig. 3-11 water)
This small, collapsible distiller was developed by
Telkes for use in aviators' life raft survival kits during World
War II. The evaporator pad is removed at intervals from the floating
envelope, placed in sea water to wash and saturate it, and returned
to its place. Solar energy passing through the inflated plastic
"balloon" is absorbed in the pad, evaporation results, and condensa-
tion of vapor on the cooler top and bottom of the plastic envelope
takes place. Distilled water collects in a bottom funnel and is re-
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moved intermittently as needed.
9. Tilted wick solar still 5 0
(2) (3) (1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(6)
(7)
Brackish water
storage can
Brackish water
inlet
Glass or plastic
Brine to waste
Distilled water
Black cloth
Unevaporated saline
water trough
(4) (5 ) -4
This was developed by Telkes and has been tested at
Daytona Beach, Florida. These stills, each 25 feet, are made of red-
wood supported by iron frames facing south at an angle of 30* with
the horizontal. An insulation back is overlaid with a sheet of im-
permeable plastic on which rest a black cloth wick and over it is a
cover of glass or plastic. Water flows in slowly at the top of the
wick and part is evaporated and condensed on the inside of the cover.
The unevaporated saline water runs off at the bottom as waste.
Fig. 3-13
10. Multiple-effect
tube type 51
1st stage 2nd stage
evaporators of common submerged
3rd stage (1)(2)
(3)
(4)
ge)(
5 )
(6)
Boiler
Solar col-
lector
Water vapor
Blowdown con-
centrated salt
water
Sea water inlet
Distilled water
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Figure 3-13 shows multiple-effect evaporators of com-
mon submerged tube type. In this system, solar energy is used to
activate the boiler, which generates steam at 5 psi. This steam is
forced into the first radiator where it is recirculated as pure water
by boiling in a long tube supported at the focus of a movable reflec-
tive trough of parabolic cross-section. The boiler tube itself can
be shielded by an outer glass tube and a semitubular cover to reduce
heat loss.
Fig. 3-14
11. Steam generation in flat plate collector 52
(3) (1) Flash chamber(2) Super heated water
(3) Black sheet metal
(4) Glass sheets
(5) Tubes
(5) (6) Insulation
(4) (7) Pump(8) Condensate from first effect
(9) Steam
(6) (10) Complete multiple effect
evaporator unit
k 1Vj 0(7)
This design for a steam generated technology using
a flat plate collector is a typical steam distillation design in
which a blackened metal plate, beneath three glass plates, is the
heat absorbing surface. Water is heated under pressure in tubes
attached to the metal plate, and, after flashing, the resulting steam
may be used in a conventional multiple-effect evaporator system.
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12. Multiple-effect, porous wicks and plastic film
assembly 53
Fig. 3-15 (1) Water proof plastic window
(2) Water proof film (black)
(3) Evaporator wick
(i (4) Water vapor transmitting
film
(3) () (5) Non-wetting mesh spaces
(5 (6 (6) Condenser cloth
(2 (7) Water proof film base
(4 ((8) Distilled water
(9) Brine to waste(6 (10) Water inlet
(8)
Figure 3-15 shows diagrammatically the construction
of a direct solar heated, double-effect evaporator designed by Gin-
nigs. A series of porous films and wicks in sheet form are assembled
in the manner shown. Saline water is fed into the proper layers,
and solar energy absorbed by the black wick causes vaporization of a
portion of the saline water from the wick. After the vapor diffuses
back through a porous film, it condenses in another wick and drains
to storage. The heat of condensation is transferred to- a second eva-
porating wick, operating at the same total pressure but at a lower
temperature and at a partial pressure of water.
13. Earth-water collector 54
Fig. 3-16
(1) Plastic sheet
about 6 feet (2) Distilled water
3) container(4) (3) Tube
- (4) Rock
- -~ - - -~
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age tank of two 45 gallon (205 liters) drums and a pure water storage
tank of one 45 gallon (205 liters) drum would store 135 gallons
(615 liters) of water which is a little less than 4 weeks (one month)
of a squatter family's minimum water needs.
B. Description of Proposed Technology (Still-rain-collector Unit)
A black-lined basin is covered with a sloping piece of glass.
Saline or waste-water is let into the basin through a plastic pipe.
The top of the pipe distributes water to a black cloth. With a 1/2
inch long nail and hammer, two rows of small holes at right angles
to each other are made and spaced approximately 2 inches apart. The
pipe is covered with black cloth which increases the evaporation. The
still uses a 5 gallon can as a reservoir and as a measuring can which is
an important guide as to whether waste-water is being constantly sup-
plied to the still.
The sun heats the black liner and black cloth which in turn
heats the water and causes it to evaporate. When the water turns
to vapor, it rises and comes in contact with the glass, which is
cool. The vapor condenses underneath surface of the glass cover of
the still, runs down the inclined glass, and is collected in a trough.
During cloudy or rainy weather solar stills cannot operate,
but they can produce water indirectly, by collecting the rain. Rain-
water which falls on the still will collect through catchment andcan be
stored in oil-drums inside of the house. Rainwater in general should
be used for washing and other purposes than drinking. Distilled
water and filtered rainwater should be mixed, stored, and used only
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for drinking and cooking. The waste-water and wash-water are col-
lected and stored in a separate oil-drum, a hand pump being used
periodically to bring the water up to the stills.
A half inch (10 mm) of water falling on the roof of a typical
squatter house (floor area of 9' x 12' or 108 square feet plus 2
square feet for gutter and access area of the roof -- 110 square
feet) would yield about. 35 gallons (168 liters) of clean water. To
make a rough estimate of the amount of water that can be caught by
110 square feet of horizontally projected roof area in Seoul in
which the average rainfall during the summer, when the most water
shortage occurs (the period from May to September), is 197.1 mm
(7.8 in.).
Gross yield = 110 x 7.8 in. x 7.5 = 550 gal. per month or
18.3 gallons per day and 128.1 gallons per week.
Since rain precipitation characteristics and solar still distil-
lation performances were combined in the unit daily averages, it
would not be sufficient to give adequate data to figure the capacity
of the rainwater storage tank and distilled water storage tank.
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Net yield approximates 4/5 gross yield _
128 gal per week x 4/5 = 102.4 gal per week
If rain falls several days so that solar-still could not oper-
ate the rain could be utilized as a drinking water since the pollu-
tants in the air would precipitate with the first day of rainfall.
Later days of rain could supply acceptable drinking water even in
bad environmental areas. If there is no rain for several days, the
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still's distillation alone would meet the minimum squatter house-
hold's need. If the solar still has an efficiency of 45% and a
size of 110 square feet, then it would distill 11 gallons (50 liters)
of potable water per day. A pure water storage tank of a 45 gallon
(205 liters) drum could be filled in about 4 sunny days. However,
to fulfill 154 liters of a squatter household's water need would
require only three sunny days per week with solar still alone.
The waste-water from general household uses is recycled after
being collected in a 45 gallon (205 1) drum which is buried beneath
the floor. The washing area floor slopes to a drain, which is
connected to the drum by a trap. All the piping in this unit is
PVC plastic, except around the hand pump, where galvanized steel is
used to withstand the vibrations.
Figure 3-17 Components of Still-Rain-Collector Unit
TRAP AND VALVE HAND PUMP MEASURING CAN AND PIPE
FILTER WITH BLACK CLOTH
galvanized
steel pipe
pi~
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Figure 3.18 Still-Rain-Collector--Unit
(1) inlet to still reservoir and
measuring can
(2) distilled water outletI
(3) rainwater inlet
(4) & (9) valve with filter
(5) rainwater storage tank
(6) purewater storage tank
(7) waste-water storage tank4
(8) hand pump
(10) black cloth
(11) trap with filter
Cost of the Still-Rain-Collector Unit
Solar still cover plastic $ 2.50
(glass) ( 75.00)
base structure 16.00
(marine plywood)
seal-ant 3.00
3/4" PVC pi pe (19mmn) 10. 00
2" PVC trap.(50 mm) 2.00
3/4"1 galvanized steel pipe (19 mm) 3.00
Val ves 2 @ $1. 50 3. 00
Hand pump (1) 8.00
Oil drums (4 @ $4.00) 16.00
Measuring can (1) 3.00
Black cloth (12' x 6') 1.50
Faucet (2 @ $1.l50) 3.00
To tal $ 71. 00
($143.50 with glass
cover)
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C. Other Alternatives
Re-evaluation of the design process can be an effective tool
in raising living standards in developing countries. The radical
thought that developing countries need not copy to improve themselves
raises the possibility of pursuing alternate routes to parity or
possibly even superiority in living standards. Developing countries
should be especially receptive to innovation if it raises the standard
of living with a corresponding reduction in material and labor costs.
Starting with the squatter settlements would be most promising since
almost any change in their condition would be an improvement.
Many proposals, some better than others, could be developed.
Constraints in this type of design problem, therefore, would have to
include economic use of local labor and materials, the application
of western technology only up to the limit of local artisan capabili-
ties, the use of locally developed manufacturing processes and a
thorough understanding of the real needs and not the wants, of the
clientele, since the water resource is limited. Obviously,
favoritism or bias in the allocation of self-help solutions could
occur, resulting ina situation in which the already better off
squatters were helped, and the poorer squatters still did not receive
assistance in their problem of obtaining potable water.
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This may be avoided, however, by using a communication and edu-
cational program to ensure that all squatters know about the techno-
logies, thus permitting a form of advocacy to develop. The communi-
cation and education programs could be disseminated by establishing
information centers which would act as an on-site educational facility.
The role of the Information Center would be (1) practical how-to-do-
it suggestions on improvements to their present housing conditions,
and (2) exciting visions into the future with the implication that
improvements are possible and just around the corner.
In viewi.ng the future in terms of the shortcomings of the present,
numerous important problems may be identified. One of the most impo-
tant is that of transportation and communication of people, goods,
services, information and energy. Present city planning is static
and completely uncoordinated with respect to transportation or commun-
ication and is based on a time when the energy available was minimal
and goods, people, services, and information had to be concentrated
in order to interact.
From the squatter's point of view, the transportation and commun-
ication problem acts as a barrier to improving his situation.
D. Choice and Development of Technology
The development of technology is important as a tool in solv-
ing the problem of providing potable water. However, the most impor-
tant factors in the development of appropriate technologies are the
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following: the public awareness and understanding of the technology;
the capital investment required for research of technology and local
communities; and clarification of alternatives and of strategies for
development and implementation through local manufacturers.
The proper choice and implementation of technology is complex,
and adequate implementation requires careful study of the communities
under consideration. In addition to this, other factors such as the
political, economical, social and environmental situation of most
cities of developing nations interact in such a way that it is not
practical to launch such a program that requires great initial in-
vestment and continuous operating cost thereafter.
Small-scale (self-help) technologies and large-scale (central-
ized, collective) services can support each other. Such mutual sup-
port can take three forms. In one, the incremental technology*
serves the population and place in which there are no centralized
facilities, until the sum of these new additions can support the ex-
pansion of the collective system. Then, where the collective system
offers the desired performance, the individual units are replaced by
a central system. ~In the second, the incremental installation re-
mains and each unit is equipped with both systems. One system backs
the other up in emergencies, or takes the load at peak intervals,
and thus the individual installations reduce the size of the required
*This technique takes a variety of forms: self-help, mutual aid,
and the work of small construction organizations. They use indus-
trially produced tools and materials but are not a centralized or
industrialized method.
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central system. Finally, with the appropriate technology, each in-
crement can provide its own service at the highest levels of perfor-
mance. In this case, the community is freed of the constraints of
lines and networks of municipal services. The implementation of a
program of employment through labor intensive public works would
have to depend chiefly on the organizing efforts of the public auth-
orities.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION
This thesis presents arguments that suggest that small-scale
self-help water-supply systems offer substantial gains toward the
more efficient use of water resources. The question of how limited
resources can be reallocated to meet the needs of as many squatter
households as possible has been asked, and of how the individual
households and communities can act to improve their own conditions.
The assumption was made that fhe present national priorities will
continue -- that the resources allocated to improve the conditions
in squatter areas will continue to be minimal. In this context
of government default, the development of low-cost, small-scale,
self-help water-supply technologies and the greater use of self-
help schemes in the provision of water and sanitary services is
proposed.
The provision of water and sanitary services has, in the past,
been assumed to be a public responsibility. However, the govern-
ment has failed on a massive scale to provide adequate service for
urban residents. Policies have shown a systematic bias against the
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millions of inhabitants of spontaneously settled squatter areas.
The limited resources directed toward improving squatter con-
ditions in the past have been almost exclusively for the construc-
tion of housing. These programs have, at extremely high cost,
duplicated the squatters' own efforts. Around the world, residents
of squatter settlements have creatively adapted traditional home
building techniques to the demands and materials of the urban envi-
ronment. Houses are built. But in almost all cases this production
is constrained by the inadequate level of urban infrastructure. All
too often these houses are built in areas deprived of the most basic
urban services.
Present government policies do not encourage squatters to pro-
vide their own infrastructure. Policies such as the refusal to
grant tenure of land and policies of eviction severely impede indi-
vidual initiative and any inclination to invest personal energy and
scarce resources in upgrading the residential environment.
The complexity of conventional water supply systems has defied
the attempts of individual households and communities to provide
this service for themselves. Although squatters have successfully
provided a variety of other community services and facilities
using self-help, successful efforts to install water and sanitary
services have been infrequent. It is clear that successful commun-
ity initiated systems will continue to be rare until the monopoly
and constraints of conventional technology are cast off and more
flexible, intermediate technologies are available for the provision
of water and sanitary services.
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The combination of government default and community inaction
results in a void in which no action is being taken to meet.the
water and sanitary services need of squatter communities. In most
squatter areas, there is no provision of piped water to residences.
Water is available from public standpipes, fountains, tank trucks,
or vendors. Tremendous amounts of time and energy are diverted
from other productive activities to carry water. The limited amount
that can be carried is used for drinking and cooking, leaving little
for personal and household hygiene -- increasing the probability of
disease and the problems of waste disposal. In many cities, the
municipal water system operates erratically, with water available
only intermittently. Piped water is often polluted as a result of
seepage from surrounding soil into the pipe system. Water supplied
from wells is also unreliable as the density of population increases
and the groundwater becomes polluted by improperly disposed human
waste.
In most squatter areas, waste disposal techniques are primitive
or non-existent. Human wastes are collected in pit latrines, or
cesspools. None of these techniques are appropriate to the dense
conditions of most squatter settlements. The difficult topography
and density of these areas has led to severe problems of contamina-
tion of the soil, of the water-supply, and of the general living en-
vironment from improper use of the systems of waste collection.
Disposal, usually by trucks or hand carts, is very irregular.
The conventional technology for water-supply and sanitary ser-
vice systems in developing countries is directly'imported from the
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developed nations. It is centralized, capital intensive, and tech-
nologically complex. It is usually installed by foreign, or foreign-
trained consultants, engineers, and administrators who have been edu-
cated to view this technology as the only acceptable means of ser-
vicing residential areas. Such an approach simply ignores the clear
differences between the resources and needs of developing and developed
nations. It does not question the inherent diseconomies in the scale
of such systems, nor their inapplicability to the reality of the ra-
pidly expanding cities of developing countries. Conventional tech-
nologies automatically preclude decentralized efforts by low-income
households and communities to provide water and waste disposal for
themsel ves.
The rapid urbanization of developing countries has resulted in
demand that far outdistances the government's capabilities and re-
sources to provide service. The provision of sewage treatment plants
lags far behind the provision of sewage collection systems which in
turn lags far behind the provision of water service.1
The complexity of conventional technologies, the diseconomies
of scale apparent in its application to squatter areas, and the
appalling record of government default in providing service, make
clear the need for alternative means by which households and commun-
ities can provide their own water and sanitary services if necessary.
The development of intermediate technology systems to fill the gap
between traditional and modern systems is essential if presently
deteriorating urban conditions are to improve.
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In summary, as Winblad says, "conventional systems based on the
technology and standards of developed countries are simply irrele-
vant to developing countries today and in the foreseeable future. The
great majority of the people of these countries are not likely to be
able to afford any installations other than those which they can
build for themselves." 2
If a small-scale water-supply system using solar energy were
developed such that it was available to individuals or groups in de-
veloping countries, citizens of developing countries could be offered
an alternative to dependence on their government for satisfaction of
their basic water and sanitary needs.
It is the recommendation of the study that small-scale, self-
help activity be encouraged in the development of water supply and
sanitary service systems. Toward this end I urge that: (1) national
governments consider alternative low-cost technologies as a viable
means of providing water and sanitary service to presently unserviced
areas (through technical development, law enforcement of the relevant
government regulations, and private businesses investing in low cost
technologies); and (2) there be further development of appropriate
alternate intermediate technologies. It is also recommended that
activity focus particularly on the development of non-network systems,
such as the small-scale, self-help, still-rain-collector unit des-
cribed in Chapter III.
The use of such a self-contained water-supply technology would
have the following benefits:
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1. It would eliminate the need for and cost of sewer pipe net-
works;
2. Because of recycling at the household, mixing with indus-
trial waste is avoided and the expense of treatment for removal of
industrial waste is eliminate;
3. Re-use at the household level provides a convenient source
of water, eliminating the need for a water distribution pipe network;
4. Such a system can be installed largely by the household or
community with minimal capital costs, can be developed incrementally
as need grows and resources become available, and avoids dependence
on outside authorities.
A system such as the one described in Chapter III (Still-Rain-
Collector Unit) is only one of the possible choices from among a
range of alternative technologies. If the present conditions in
squatter settlements are to be improved, if the level of death and
disease is to be reduced, and if the residents are to be able to con-
tribute productively to society and to the economy, this greater
flexibility in choice of technologies is essential.
In general, I would like to comment briefly on the following
issues: (1) Policy recommendations should include consideration of
the strengths and weaknesses of the present governments in develop-
ing countries rather than the ideal framework that is often assumed
by academicians; (2) the ethics of planners must be different from
those of present planners who lise the poor for personal gain in the
areas of political power, wealth, and/or fame; and (3) the problems
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of the poor have to be solved by the poor themselves. To facilitate
this process, income distribution and social structures must be re-
viewed (e.g. , as has been done in socialist countries) and the neces-
sary changes executed.
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CLIMATE DATA OF SEOUL
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Seoul's Precipitation Data
As shown in Figure A-2, rain precipitation follows a distinct
pattern of apparently well-established cycles with a dry season and a
wet season in Seoul. The wet season is during the summer months (two
thirds of the annual precipitation occurs in July and August) and the
winter months of December to February usually are dry.
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Table A-1: Rainfall Data of Seoul (1770-1972)
unit: in mm
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
maximum 94 134 252 338 336 539 1,354 882 824 i82 132 104
minimum o o o o o 8 42 22 o 0 0 0
mean 10.89 14.54 37.49 71.86 82.19 133.16 361.76 276.35 332.06 60.00 38.13 18.53
standard
diviation 16.76 22.60 39.38 49.27 52.29 95.82 218.90 173.92 110.26 55.50 26.57 20.14
Figure A-2:
1,000
mr
Monthly fluctuation of rainfall in Seoul (1954-1972)
1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972
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Annual Totals of Rainfall at Seoul in mm
Year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.
9 ?9
88 16
28 ?
56 54
2 156
6 172
22 70
14 6
0 16
96 74
18 74
? 82
48 264
36 8
2 156
14 28
64 156
68 16
46 18
60 108
38 332.
38 203
44 36 50 260
38 8 54 42
8 68 64 122
16 102 84 158
8 42 66 74
8 32 86 76
46 70 16 410
48 34 88 100
44 164 64 224
24 82 128 1o6
20 26 144 182
26 60 98 126
22 132 106 182
16 38 112 132
14 28 64 74
130 92 94 246
.66 78 0 146
12 82 92 22
20 96 50 34
10 162 72 50
4 42 80 130
64 90 112 164
56 62 28 52
8 84 46 60
154 86 102 164
94 230 248 352
14 38 100 126
28 86 44 116
76 54 98 38
0 28 182 32
774 166 184 44
116 44 40 24
? 190 ? 18
258 214 130 104
134 168 60 30
140 ? 22 4
392 38 42 24
186 154 78 4
266 142 1o4 24
146 182 60 98
388 260 188 54
292 208 150
422 172 96
96 512 58
364 182 420
252 38 78
366 188 32
802 596 284
320 166 236
442 392 100
340 174 98
344 622 142
844 214 124
222 38 152
280 168 92
312 146 22
366 218 82
274 204 112
244 224 164
400 280 38
516 394 272
216 268 94
420 294 66
302 32 86
572 378 56
256 276 176
146 204 250
202 312 34
464 164 48
276 202 150
604- 346 260
0
44
94
92
94
8
14
50
56
48
114
22
48
94
10
116
6
12
52
80
60
32
100
24
70
70
50
54
12
88
1770
1771
1772
1773
1774
1775
1776
1777
1778
1779
1780
1781
1782
1783
1784
1785
1786
1787
1788
1789
1790
1791
1792
1793
1794
1795
1796
1797
1798
1799
1800
1801
1802
1803
1804
1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
1810
?9
10
10
0
10
10
6
0
0
2
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
40
0
8
20
0
.0
26
2
0
6
0
16
8
0
12
12
0
0
28
0
0
10
0
?
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
26
2
4
14
8
0
60
0
0
0
18
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
10
0
22
2
0
38
0
0
0
12
20
0
0
0
6
14
30
24
14
10
24
0
122
4
50
42
14
16
6
82
18
2
32
14
20
26
76
6
30
56
40
88
30
62
58
28
38
96
56
58
118
90
34
80
34
22
0
0
2
10
10
48
42
0
0
10
-0
2
60
0
8
8
18
0
0
14
4
70
0
16
18
0
0
0
44
28
16
10
2
6
58
20
10
8
6
0
4
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Year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.
96
100
1 24
48
44
14
50
6
58
0
30
96
6
4
38
82
104
46
40
80
10 98
92 46
76 16
38 44
o 48
6 38
34 110
36 40
58 70
12 106
50 54
0 94
12 26
6 12
6 60
36 132
12 54
76 20
.252 62
28 52
34 132
28 84
22 42
22 92
118 74
6 64
120 92
2 54
20 192
4 38
1811
1812
1813
181 I
1815
1816
1817
1818
18L9
1820
28
128
104
56
152
66
86
40
.84
172
498
244
400
204
352
800
552
428
254
492
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
-0
1821
1822
1823
.1824
1825
1826
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838
1839
1840
1841
1842
1843
1844
1845
1846
1847
1848
1849
1850
0
76
0
4
0
46
0
8
0
134
8
70
36
34
24
112
52
150
30
94
96
84
88
108
52
124
100
32
110
20
134
28
114
100
56
28
28
56
300
72
82
20
128
162
76
206
144
40
102
100
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
76
6
0
0
14
0
0
0
0
0
16
12
0
0
2
0
0
6
0
2
0
30.
2
66 1282
150 96
146 328
142 462
38 164
250 358
238 242
102 390
76 288
56 414
168 246
34 1296
82 450
102 196
144 472
178 306
46 358
32 212
258 454
208 200
38
0
30
20
0
18
0
0
0
0
22
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
0
0
20
0
0
0
6
6
68
34
0
214
354
334
288
428
714
350
336
68
588
340
82
366
598
266
522
568
350
298
54
652
146
114
282
312
268
406
524
32
4o6
180
328
882
~ 84
602
62
350
170
482
94
244
326
-410
180
298
398
68
318
250
344
78
30
48
94
256
74
146
154
384
158
- 200
90
134
42
94
46
586
272
202
56
132
230
32
246
48
6
24
44
28
82
48 142
84 18
122 164
20 40
66 30
206 4
824 0
50 32
88 26
62 32
130
52
136
196
138
252
82
92
74
196
38
80
46
62
50
34
34
102
12
32
106
26
24
122
92
6
42
6
106
136
56
8
18
94
16
6
18
38
10
62
6o
52
22
30
10
68
4668
44
40
28
42
50
80
24
8
24
48
8
10
30
76
48
8
22
18
16
48
68
132
10
56
50
78
18
20
4
40
8
64
12
4
18
10
0
0
24
12
26
0
6
12
12
20
8
0
32
34
8
8
0
34
42
10
10
0
50
42
12
22
0
58
6
16
0
6
4
2
72
20
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Year Jan0 Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.
1851 0 o 42 52 56 100 204 630 394 180 14 0
1852 18 0 4 14 116 240 552 90 106 6 -64 0
1853 2 o 40 128 84 22 268 92 78 28 54 0
1854~ 28 0 6 36 68 142 540 426 98 56 8 6
1855 18 8 34 182 200 338 66 158 96 52 48 2
1856 2 8 78 56 80 72 218 218 334 32 26 12
1857 o 44 44 118 172 256 30 238 362 134 0 30
1858 14 0 6 60 58 124 316 174 140 28 60 16
1859 0 0 6 162 64 188 418 252 100 12 50 6
1860 0 0 12 78 96 68 712 446 30 42 44 14
1861 0 26 0 72 68 290 11.2 -96 '84 24 56 30
1862 0 4 2 76 86 20 714 168 168 14 2 20
1863 '0 2 46 8 30 182 472. 436 34 18 10 32
1864 o 10 34 118 70 66 204 236 100 94 56 74
1865 36 16 26 132 78 52 174 602 103 30 48 22
1866 26 16 68 50 78 14 254 186 30 10 18 0
1867 0 30. 4 74 78 1?2 590 294 84 64 48 8
1868 22 26 60 32 94 266 490 382 50 44 42 24
1869 0 6 4 58 64 160 274 166 142 22 6 4
1870 18 8 0 58 42 146 42 294 202 8 20 44
1871 0 0 10 46 86 112 450 572 188 38. 4o 12
1872 16 0 48 148 72 44 198 156 34 182 38 52
1873 0 0 30 82 84 140 220 264 262 98 64 38
1874 o 0 6 22 1.54 358 466 536 78 30 58 10
1875 0 0 66 84 172 180 520 656 16 14 14 8
1876 0 0 32 22 30 90 82 298 72 0 12 0
1877 14 26 36 142 134 146 544 274 108 44 88 0
1878 0 0 28 140 124 88 382 28 160 1.50 6 8
1879 8 0 74 86 166 160 1056 542 62 24 16 94
1880 0 0 28 144 114 256- 86 144 236 34 38 0
1881 0 20 o 94 70 94 254 170 228 56 52 4
1882 34 0 12 86 20 44 168 188 74 56 30 10
1883 0 24 24 54 34 26 366 144 94 78 18 0
1884 24 'o 8 74 166 146 340 256 162 36 10 0
1885 0 0 0 28 22 26 524 366 184 12 8 18
1886 0 0 0 -118 56 342 138 244 138 20 34 4
1887 0 0 6 44 18 42 126 278 16 30 26 8
1888 0 0 8 64 14 16 330 100 70 20 18 16
1889 4 0 0 12 46 136 394 22 62 58 40 0
1890 0 22 22 74 96 276 192 96 14 24 22 16
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Year Jan. Feb0 Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.
1891
1892
1893
1894,
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905,
1906
1907.
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
'1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
0
0
0
0
0
2
20
0
0
0
26
0
16
0
0
16
0
18
7
22
38
3
26
94
45
53
14
6
19
37
15
20
32
14
6
29
71
63
28
3
35
4
6
5
12
0,
0
0
0
i01
4
0
10
36
0
0
76
20
10
0
14
0
29
8
1
12
65
7
9
38
19
5
30
8
10
19
80
14
77
16
9
'2
8
5
49
38
23
18
20
4
22
4
0
46
38
4
32
0
10
38
20
32
14
12
18.
10
12
12
27
33
89
20
10
227
22
5
8
30
11
20
36 110
32 8
22 138
18 6
'58 92
138 36
48 44
72 24
6 40
28 86
54 58
18 74
58 336
112 50
36 168
22 120
76 88
17 71
107 46
37 2
92 60
81 89
125 59
77 54
63 .159
218 127
31 52
53 101
58 126
47 94
169 530
112
66
116
360
46
368
50
148
286
46
12
86
56
30
42
10
34
107
91
183
87
100
139
137
136
335
72
157
203
161
143
93
114
125
103
34
44
117
152
57
116
81
201
149
284
322
64
82
216
200
698
370
174
148
66
262
312
224
290
44
158
530
160
378
276
392
326
289
464
304
224
237
266
484
326
418
216
423
841
848
369
193
315
821
245
214
395
357
26 28
.24 26
58 32
18 6
42 20
22 50
0 4
4 0
48 0
214
404
250
168
212
396
298
242
110
66
114
222
132
216
176
194
161
216
184
72
234
132
145
424
133
300
376
249
681
109
580
290
13
418
372
306
228
267
174
445
275
225
184
117
206
56
230
114
38
14
132
6
164
4
54
186
4
224
198
0
65
78
80
194
28
20
78
129
397
195
53
114
W50
93
125
158
82
158
175
41
231
74
45
53
64
206
203
85
36
24
4
20
24
10
56
35
28
14
34
69
25
78
41
20
26
16
65
12
28
42
56
33
30
109
77
26
13
86
14
69
41
15
44
28
32
0
0
34
0
40
14
24
78
97
33
34
56
47
84
23
64
31
49
18
32
66
46
58
29
23
66
19
76
50
25
33
57
53
36 73 76
57 28 60
64 .114 44
18 95 61
41 28 188
12 82 101
58 110 126
26 25 56
13 95 45
93 100 113
35 104 176
28 29 98
17 55 171
51 87. 83
12 67 91
88
0
6
?
0
4
0
0
20
0
0
8
26
8
34
18
0
5
35
9
18
17
15
17
9
15
32
9
28
30
37
17
27
15
48
22
44
16
104
8
79
33
32
34
17
a
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Year Jan, Feb. Mar, Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
-1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
5
16
14
12
8
24
10
2
4
2
25
26
83
26
19
36
23
7
46
9
10
15
12
3
13
4
12
21
27
37
96
21
17
83
112
41
28
122
61
57
52
16
141
151
6
59
61
50
64
30
94
30
38
80
36
38
27
70
132
106
80
180
27
46
73
109
77
44
45
88
-- 
- -
4 112 47 86 199 361 403
1 5 59 62 230 588 209
0 16 55 81 317 397 60
7 139 66 72 418 524 47
5 17 106 61 33 475 287
8 26 142 24 39 384 194
8 164 115 91 71 323 283
4 114 19 135 297 313 138
124
13
187
83
12
37
60
53
255
78
110
384
113
24
180
135
41
32
84 250
42 53 122 136
77 23 85 28
268
180
514
504
632
898
284
412
346
426
361
193
127
220
319
273
262
363
455
196
9 84 44
53 45 20
188 27 56
346 30 16
5 84 21
234 120 50
143 58 28
64 8 77
295
236
50
379
27
303
158
126
230
461
530 223 160
231 882 134
49
37
32
41
64
75
27'
102
18
153
58
52
27
25
85
82
53
54
28
43
65 210
74 249
112 198
109 88
84 1354
140 174
61 155
108 125
125 273
318 480
539 178
119 610
359 324
40 142
13 20 17
83 125 7
Rainfall data for 1950-1952 was not gethered because of the Korean War.
Source: Arakawa, H. "On the Secular Variation of Annual Totals of Rainfall at
Seoul from 1770 to 1944" Meteorological Research Institute, Tokyo
The Korean Central Meteorological Bureau, Seoul, Korea.
669
159
203
49
70
256
338
37
214
209
259
321
309
95
-0
252
183
129
45
312
30
277
114
163
183
129
121
142
103
4
46
99
69
20
67
36
85
20
63
75
11
54
42
46
20
23
61
36
68
32
31
65
4
1
30
16
14
69
22
25
13
47
13
8
13
17
30
17
74
50
10
30
40
13
10
77
41
34
16
36
28
13
5
6
7
10
11
18
21
1971
1972
11
1
2
1
5
-o
3
14
12
6
43
55
4
5
18
1
13
20
19
8
25
11
62
6
19
63
41
19
57
37
17
91
88
56
14
13
9
26
3
27
2
29
55
13
59
49
26
33
102
92
221
338
10
36
93
45
219.
8
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CLIMATE
(SEOUL)
.e Roll op "41d"-c' -&e 1 2.Sl'i ON& " OAI9"-0 * 'I q0 )O1 7.5 01eH- i4 " } "-q 0. 1mm 0 1 skj?] -9 " eOd"ol e}-" 9 l Al
+-01 13.9m/sec Ol0 ell it le v-tjr} ",90 71" "-a - 71 li '7 i n 1e 6 Al 14'1 22All 4l -'c 4 ili Y.1 -! 0ii.
"Fineday" are days with a qjantity of clouds less than 2. 5 "Clojdy" cre days with Clouds in a quantity of 7. 5 and over "Rainy days" are days with total precipitation in
quantity of 0. 1mm and over, "stormy days" are days on which the maximum wind velocity goes beyond 13. 9m/sec calculations of "Average atmospheric pressures" "Average
temperature" and ,,Average humidities" are based upon arithmetic averages of observation made three times each day at 6, 14 and 22 O'clock.
Humidity (%)
tu & :
Minimum Humidity_
Humidity Date
Sunshine @ F-
Total
Evaporation
rs Percentage
1 9 5 5
1 9 5 6
1 9 5 7
1 9 5 8
1 9 5 9
1 9 6 0
1 9 6 1
1 9 6 2
1 9 6 3
1 9 6 4
1 9 6 5
1 9 6 6
1 9 6 7
1 9 6 8
1 9 6 9
1 9 7 0
1 9 7 1
1 9 7 2
1. Jan.
2. Feb.
3. Mar.
4. Apr.
5. May
6. June
7. July
8. Aug.
9. Sept.
10. Oct.
11. Nov.
12. Dec.
016.4
017.0
016.7
016.9
016.4
016.7
016.5
015.8.
015.7
017.1
015.9
015.4
016.5
015.9
016.2
016.7
016.1
014.8
024.0
1 020.3
1 017.7
1 015.9
I 009. 8
1 005.4
1 003.5
1 007.5
1 012.0
1 017.3
1 020.2
1 023.6
Surce The Central Meteorological
ap a E-orm SeOut Metmpr'ot 0m Ct4-.- *Mv--, SEECkiL. S-rATm5TLCL.. YL R
.s-
Items
Sea Level
Pressure
(mb)
11.5
10.1
10.4
11.6
12.0
12.1
11.5
11.5
11.1
12.1
11.3
11.5
11.7
11.7
10.8
11.3
11.5
11.9
0.8
-0.6
5. 3
11.4
16.4
21.7
25. 6
23.0
19.0
13. 8
5. 2
0. 6
3.50
35.0
33.5
37.2
36.2
34.4
35.0
35.0
33.7
3.5
35.2.
31.2
30.5
34.2
32.3
30.0
33.2
30.0
4.5
3.0
10. 3
16.7
21. 1
27. 4
30.0
27. 1
24.0
19.2
9. 3
4.7
-17.2
-15.7
-17.3
-18.2
-19.8
-17.0
-16.5
-16.5
-18.4
-16.2
-18.2
- 9.0
- 8.5
-15.1
11.6
11.0
10.9
11.3
11.9
11.6
12.7
11.5
11.5
12.1
11.5
11.9
L2.2
011.7
-008.3
11.9
12.1
12.1
5.0
-4.2
6.6
9.0
12. 1
18.4
25. 3
23. 4
17.1
12. 4
7.6
4. 6
4.2
1.3
2. 1
5. 6
5.
2. 1
3.
5.
4.
3.*
5.
1.
4.
2
4.
4.
5.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
11.
- I
- 8.8
16.1
- 3.5
- 2.1
- 3.5
1.4
6.9
11.7
17. 2
22. 1
19.7
14.8
9. 1
1.6
- 2.9
9 2229.4
1 2227.6
,3 2 203.2
2 180.3
12 2 052.4
5 2 074.5
23 2 034.4
1 2 134.4
22 2 070.5
1 932.0
12 2 183.6
29 2 112.9
- 2 278.4
27 2 352.4
1 978.3
23 1 980.8
7 2 028
3 1 862.4
28 125.1
3 115.6
28 171.3
21 169.7
3 192.2
9 205.8
12 161.3
21 133.4
20 189.9
25 189. 7
22 90.2
22 118.2
50
50
52
49
46
47
46
48
43
43
49
48
52
53
36.5
44.3
45.7
42
41
37
46
43
44
47
36
32
51
55
30
40
138.7
021.2
113.8
129.0
149.0
215.6
213.2
171.8
015.1
024.2
150.5
058.9
058. 8
144.6
907.6
113.4
128.7
37. 3
45. 8
85. 2
115.5
146.3
172. 9
135. 9
106. 3
103.7
87.6
51. 9
40. 3
1I
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APPENDIX II
PERFORMANCE DATA AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE
SOLAR STILL IN STILL-RAIN-COLLECTOR UNIT
This is a description of a simple solar distillation unit de-
signed primarily for use in squatter houses with the objective of
providing distilled water and rainwater for human use. Distilled
water is very pure, thus suitable for drinking. The still should
produce under normal operating conditions an average of 11 gallons
(about 50 liters) of distilled water per day during the summer in
semi-arid regions of the world (assuming 60% efficiency).
Installation and Operating Procedures
a. Select a site which will assure that the still receives un-
obstructed sunshine from at least 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
b. Set the still up with the length lined up on an east-west
axis. As near as possible, the south-facing glass should be pointed
due south (if one is in the southern hemisphere, do the opposite).
c. Level the still as best as possible.
d. The glass need only be cleaned as often as when cleaning
windows (i.e., once every few days). It is recommended that a rubber-
stripped type of hand window cleaner be used, with water, to properly
clean the glass surface.
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e. The still should be initially filled with water to a height
of approximately one inch (2.5 centimeters). Then the reservoir can
fill the still constantly with gravitational force through two rows
of holes on the pipe. The pipe is wrapped in black cloth; this
cloth will become soaked and will increase absorption of solar radi-
ation. Since the reservoir can also act as a measuring device, one
can -know when to pump waste-water to the still. Early every morning,
about 7 to 8 a.m., one should pump the waste water to the reservoir
can in order not to waste solar radiation.
f. Store the distilled water in a 45-gallon (205 liters) con-
tainer so that there will be a reasonable storage capacity. Thus, sur-
plus distilled water will not go to waste. The inside of the storage
tank should be painted with an anti-rust treatment.
g. During the rainy season, the glass should be properly cleaned
before rain storms if one wants to avoid contaminating the rainwater.
The clean rainwater is collected and added to reserve stocks of rain-
water in the storage tank. Consequently a constant supply of dis-
tilled water can be at hand.
h. Reasonable substitutions in the materials list recommended
can be effected to suit the budget and convenience of a local people's
particular needs.
Suggested Construction Method of Still-Rain-Collector-Unit
a. Prepare the water tray, solder the joints, and preferably
rivet the corners. Paint the tray with a suitable primer and then
with a good plastic flat black paint. The paint should be able to
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withstand continuous immersion and temperatures of 65 to 70 degrees
centigrade, and should not fade or discolor under the influence of
the sun's rays.
b. Prior to completion of the painting, the drain pipe from the
rainwater catchment should be installed in the indicated location
such that it extends at least two inches (5 centimeters) below the
bottom of the framework. (This permits easy installation of the plas-
tic tubing.)
c. The catchment troughs (made of galvanized tin) for the dis-
tillate and rainwater collection are attached to the frame with screws,
placed above. the highest level of the water in the tray. The glass
rests on the frame. In the end of each catchment trough, a hole is
drilled for the outlet trough, which is pipe-shaped from the point
where the trough meets the frame. Outer pipes of PVC are connected
to the storage tank. The galvanized pipe is formed so that it can be
inserted into the outer PVC pipes and the edges sealed with caulking.
The members should be primed and painted with a good white plastic
paint. Care should be taken that the upper face containing the grooves
is thoroughly painted to prevent leakage.
d. Assemble the side members, tray support ribs, legs, and
braces into a framework. The latter two can be prepainted with white
paint.
e. Prepare the angular side pieces, placing the reservoir and
measuring can rest shelf immediately above a hole for an inlet water
pipe which is connecting the bottom edge of the reservoir and the mea-
suring can, which is filled up by hand pump from the waste-water
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storage tank.
f. Nail the hardboard insulation retaining sheet in place be-
neath the tray ribs. The hardboard should be soaked in water for
at least one day, allowed to dry, and then nailed in place. Nail
the edges closely to prevent bulging at the seams. Paint the out-
side bottom face of the hardboard with aluminum paint.
g. Install the insulation in place evenly and fully, but not
too firmly. Install the tray in its place, notching out the hard-
board to permit passage of the drain pipe. Nail the tray into the
framework at about two-inch intervals, near the top edges only. Do
not nail the tray into the ribs, but only into the side members.
h. Install the angular side pieces and the glass support into
the framework. Nail the tray into the side pieces as above.
i. Wrap the inlet water pipe with black cloth and let the cloth
hang down to the bottom of the still.
j. Clean the glass panes extremely well, and install them in
place. Care must be taken to avoid finger marks, putty or paint
marks on the glass. Caulk the glass well with non-hardening putty
(a silicone rubber similar to Dow Corning No. 780 buiding sealant
is good). It is recommended that water be poured into the still before
putting the glass panes in place to.check for any possible leakage.
k. Fit several metal or wooden clamps to secure the glass panes
to the framework, to avoid their lifting and causing possible damage
during periods of high wind velocity.
1. Install plastic tubing to the catchment trough and be sure
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to allow sufficient tubing to allow it to enter well into the dis-
tilled water storage tank and rainwater storage tank (place under-
neath the still).
m. Dig a hole in the ground and put there a pre-tubed waste-
water storage tank and connect with galvanized steel pipe (with hand
pump, see drawings in Chapter III, Figure 3-17), place the hand pump
into the galvanized steel pipe in order to avoid possible damage due
to vibrations. All piping is PVC, except around the hand pump, where
it is galvanized steel pipe.
n. Put valves, filters and trap in their proper places, and make
the floor (which is the top of the waste-water storage tank) slope
toward the trap. Pieces of clean cloth can be used as a filter in the
trap and valves. When connecting with pipes, it is recommended that
cloth be inserted before the pipes are sealed with glue.
The following are performance data obtained from an experiment
conducted at the Mechanical Engineering Department's laboratory during
May, 1975. The other experiment was conducted on the roof of Building
3 at MIT during December, 1976, under the supervision of Professor
James Felske.
Before obtaining performance data, the still-rain-collector-unit
built in Seoul was destroyed by municipal officials, who claimed it
violated Squatter Regulations of Seoul.
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Table A-3
Performance Data of the Stills
Still Experiment at
Laboratory
Dimensions 2 ft. x 3 ft.
Cover material glass
Angle of slope 15 degree
Main codnsn
surfaces
Structure marin plywood w/ redwood:
Effective ho.r-. frame
zontal area 5.6 sq.ft.
Surface material
of water tray
Inside of the still black polietherin
Effective water
d h0.2 inches (5 mm)
Still Experiment on
the roof
3 ft. x 5 ft.
polyglass
55 degree
marin plywood
14..4 sq.ft.
black painting 7 coating
1 inch (2.5 cm)
Distilation capa- -.
2.7 liters* 45 literscity per day
*This low yield was mainly due to the experiment being conducted indoors,
as direct dolar energy could be received less than 4 hours a day.
No. of people and
time spent for
construction
1 person
18 hours
with power tools
1 person
28 hours
with power tools
APPENDIX III
THE URBAN SQUATTER STUDY
1974 SUlER
Date
From:
IN1ERVIEWER: Till:
Weather:
I. AREA SURVEY KU DONG TONG BAN
1. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND (legend, relics, historical remains):
What kind How preserved
Related stories or facts on the area
2. TOPOGRAPHY: 1) hill side 2) hill top 3) flat land 4) stream area 5) river banks 6) -main road
'7) railroad sides
3. CONFIGURATION: 1) large concerntration 2) small concerntration 3) liner pattern 4) scattered
4. AREl.A SIZE (Units): a) Out of total units b) Squater habitat units
c) Unlicensed houses units
5. ENVIROININT: 1) residential area (upper income, middle, low) 2) commercial 3) industrial
4) business-industrial 5) open land 6) pub area (retail area)
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6. UNIT TLE:
Tent Board
Concrete' Brick Mud Brick Canverse Plank Straw Mat
Cement Korean
Block Slate Othe
Roof
all
Fencing
Wall
Gate(door)
7. LAND 0WNRSHIP: 1) public land (nationally owned) 2) private owned a)* tenants owned
b) other private owned
8. YEIAR OF FIRST SETTTLE.ENT: 1) since Japanese colonial period 2) after 1945 (independence)
3) after Korean War 4) after 1960 5) after 1965 6) after 1970
9. DEVELOPEN' PATTERN: 1) refugees migration (low income) 2) real estater's speculation (inner city
middle income) 3) middle income class' suburb concerntration
V -W
E
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10. PUBLIC SERVICE FUNCTION:
Distance
from the Number of Type of
Types Name Area Number Capacity Users t'sers Cost
Sanitation Facility
Educational
Business & Industrial "
Banking i
Official (Governmental).
Cultural "
ReligioU.s r
Electric
Water Supply ti
Sewage "
Human Waste Disposal "
Solid Waste Disposal "l
Transportation
Recreational i
V
V . w - -
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II. UNIT SURVEY DO 1Z KA NUMER
Relation between No. 1 wage earner and man (woman) interviewed
a. Family:
Sex Age Schooling Birth Place Lived here since Occupation (place of work) Monthly Income
b. Reason for coming:
a. Area of former residence: Province Eun Myon
. Since, staying to here have you moved to another place and then returned? if so, what reason
e. If you have enough money would you move? if affirmative, where
if negative, what's your plans and hopes
(1) - ECO'NOMY AND PROPERTY
1. Monthly Expenditure:
Tax ( )( )
Rice Food Heating Clothing Housing Schooling Leisure what kind, how mpch Saving Others
( -A Zobje! n,
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2. Property Owned: a) Real estate won b) Others won (Major items and price of purchase)
what kind; what kind;
3. Do you get any benefits from welfare or charity organization? (if so, from which, how much and reason)
4. When quick money is needed where do you get it, how do you plan to pay back?
. Do you have any side jobs? if so, what kind and the income?
(2) HOUSI:G FkCILITIES:
1. louse of Living; 1) user owned 2) lease 3) monthly renting 4) unlisensed (housing cost)
2. Type of Building; 1) complete building (Korean, estern, Japanese Style) 2) incomplete 3) tent
4) plank 5) others
3. Size; 1) Lot pyong 2) Building, yong 3) No. of rooms_4) Size of each room
and number of users
4. Living Condition;
Yes No Kind of
(have) have not) Material Year of Build Comments
Fence
Gate
Roof
Wall
Floor
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5. Kitchen Condition; 1) interior 2) exterior a) No. of users (family)
b) Heating material
c) Water and scwage facility
3) modern 4) traditional d) Condition bf food preservation; where
how much
6. Labatory Condition; 1) interior 2) exterior 3) flush toilet (purification) 4) traditional (bucket)
a) No. of users (family)
b) Do you wash your hands after using bath room?
c) Satisfaction of facility
7. No. of repair and expansion after moving in? what (by whom) )Cost
(3) WATER SUPPLY:
1. Potable water supply condition; 1) private water tap 2) corron water tap 3) private well (bucket,
pump, motor-pump) 4) common well (bucket, pump, motor pump) 5) mineral spring 6) stream 7) water seller
2. Storage Machanism; Daily consumption liter Place of preserving and quantity
3. Energy (efforts) and cost of potable water supply; 1) Private tap; monthly pay (n/liter)
2) Well and common tap; a) frequency b) by whom (in family)
c) distance d) when
e) how long would it take
11 - 11111111111111111100111111MINew 
-0- Ir
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3) water seller; reason; a) only supplier b) well exist, but reason of hygiene c) cheaper
d) easier e) good service
4) Potable water management;
Source Storage Personnel How Cost Sanitation Surrounding Environment Quantity
4. Substances of drinks other than potable water (coke, fanta, coffee, juice, tea);
1) Consumption quantity;
2) Reason for consumption;
3) Cost of consumption;
5. ater seller and manager;
1) Source; 2) No. of users (family);
3) Operation cost won Tax won 4) Facilities
5) Amount of revenue and profit, its use
6) Saniation and improvement cost (chemical, pump, cover);
7) Status of business ownership if employeed, monthly wage won
6. ashing (cloth); Place Surrounding environment
1) frequency /month 2) tool and facilities_3) material 4) how long_ (hours)
7. Bathing; Place.
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1) frequency ./month 2) material; soap. /family 3) cost won
towel j/family
8. Washing and shampoo; Place
1) Washing; 1) frequency daily 2) material; soap a) what kind b) price
c) tooth brush d) tooth paste e) No. of towel per person
2) Shampoo; a) frequency b) material c) price
9. Garden plants and domestic animals; what niber
amount of water given liter/day; state of water
(4) SEWAGE:
1. Amount disposed liter where
2. Sanitary condition;
3. 'Overflow of sewage system by rain and
4. No. of repair and improvenent_
5. Do you know where the disposed water goes?
frequency
cost
(5) SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL:
1. Who disposes and collect the solid waste? Frequency; monthly
2. Who cleans the house area? Frequency-
3. What is the garbage can made of? Size
V - W
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4. Amount of solid waste and its type
5. Amount of efforts and cost of solid waste disposal;
6. Do you know what happen to the solid waste in the end?
(6) HUMAN WASTE DISPOSAL:
1. Who collect the human waste? Frequency; monthly
2. Amount of efforts and cost;
3. Any discomports from uncollecting of waste? If so, how did (would) you solve?
4. Do you know what happen to the waste in the end?
(7) HYGIEINE:
disease
1. Any patient in family; name condition of treatment
2. Have you taken anti-parasite pill? Frequency
3. Harmful insects have 1) louse 2) mosquitto 3) bed bug 4) lice 5) flea 6) kitchen bug
7) others 8) none
4. Status of using insecticide 1) privately 2) health center 3) do not use
a) frequency per year b) cost won/time
5. Do you have first-aid kit in your house?
6. What would you do it member of your family get sick?
7. Are you go to health center regularly for check up purpose?
- IM I , - I III 111111 101 -,
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8. Where would you like to go when you're sick? 1) general hospital 2) private clinic 3) drug store
4) sorcery 5) acupuncture 6) practices of shamanism 7) cure at home 8) others reason?_
9. Frequency of eating meat or fish;
10. Bedding; Quilts Mattresses Summer quilts_ . Blankets_ osquitto nets
11. Clothes storage; suit-keeping box
12. Frequency of haircut and beauty shop use by family and cost;
13. No. of family's daily smoking and drinking amount; frequency
(8) CO-OPERITIVE ACTION:
1. Do you willing to support your local community?
Any experience? When_ How mch (labor or fund)
2. Did you ever participate cooperative program for improvement of yourneighborhood?
3. Do you participate any social organization?
a) With whom; 1) friend 2) relatives 3) neighbors
b) For what purpose? c) Cost
4. Are you participate any religion? a) what b) when
c) cost d) for what purpose
5. Does your kinship related to the area? How often you visit each other?
6. Government-supported labor; Status of participation;
Income (daily, won) How long?
Nature of work; 1) road repairing 2) sand gaard 3) miscellaneous 4) others
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7. hen robbery or fire broke out,
1) Do you know where is fire extinguisher?
2) Could fire engine get near to your house? (road network)
3) Do you know where is telephone and what number to call?
4) Do you live to see any improvement from police and fire dept.?
9) LEISURE AND CULTUROE:
1. Do you read newspaper? Which one
2. How many books did you buy last year?
How many books did you read last one year? What kind Reason
3.. How many magazines did you buy last year? Did you buy or borrow from libraries?
How many magazines did you read? What kind?
4. If you borrow the books & magazines from whom? How rmch did you cost?
4. Did you ever go to library last year? Why and frequency?
That did you do? Study for exam., read ,books, meet friends, others
5. Do you listen radio? What is your favorate program?
Is it run by batteries or electricity?
6. How often do you watch TV? Which program? Why?
7. Frequency of going to movie;
8. Did you ever go to art exhibition or concert?
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9. Do you. encourage your children' s talent?
a) How
10. Do you like sports? Which one?
11. How often do you go to tea house and pub
Why; Cost;
12. Did you go to picnic with your family?
(10)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5..
6.
b) Is it harmful to keep up regular study?
area?
Where;
Where, how much did it cost?
When?
IS THERE ANYI'HING YOU WANT TO SAY ABOUT:
Employment;
Your neighborhood;
Do you want' some loan, from bank or government?
W hy and how would you pay back?
Your local government;
Your national policy;
World situation;
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- COENT,2 AND IPESSION BY INTERVIEWER
1. Is there any question on questionair? Or you think something lack of?
2. What was difficult or easy while you're interview?
3. Is there any thing you want from your client?
4. Do you think this kind of interview is helpful for society?
5. ihat was your comment on Seoul imnicipal policy?
Why?What was good or bad policy?
6. Other comment and impression;
